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Lae eek A. 

THE LESSON. 

RN Ma LIAT does ‘poor in spirit’ mean?” said 

Frank Leslie, somewhat fretfully, as 

  

he as on the beach in the quiet little bay of 

Yelverton, attempting, though perhaps not 

very diligently, to learn his verses for the next 

day, which was Sunday. ‘‘I wish,” he added, 

‘that papa would let me choose my own chapters. 

It is always so much easier to learn anything one 

takes a fancy to. . Don’t you think so, Susy?” 
A
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“ Sometimes, not always,” returned his sister ; 

“but why are these so difficult?” 

“Oh! I can learn each verse by itself easily 

enough; but it is how they come one after another 

that I can’t remember ; and besides, a good many 

of them I cannot understand.” 

“Then you had better ask papa to explain 

them. I daresay he had a reason for setting you 

this passage to learn; indeed, I am almost sure 

he had; so I wouldn’t ask him to change it, if I 

were you.” 

‘‘ Of course I shouldn’t do that,” returned Frank. 

“He would only tell me that 7 had no spirit 

if I wanted to give a thing up because it was 

difficult ; but what reason do you suppose he had, 

Sue ?.” 

“Oh! never mind; I can’t tell you,” answered 

his sister, smiling. ‘It is only a guess of mine; 

he didn’t tell me, so you must not ask.”



The Lesson. 3 
  

“But you say you think you know; so you 

might tell, I’m sure. It’s very unkind of you, 

Susy.” 

“Perhaps papa would be vexed if I did. 

I daresay you will find out in time,” his 

sister seaid.> * ‘Come, make haste’ and learn 

them, like a good boy, and then to-morrow we 

will ask him to explain the difficult ones. 

You know how interesting he always makes. 

things.” 

So Frank went to his book again; for, as his 

sister was just twice his age, he generally took 

her advice in the end, though his own opinions 

were pretty strong. For a little while he worked 

away as if he had quite made up his mind to 

conquer the task; but it was not many minutes 

before he stopped once more, and suddenly 

asked— 

“Susy, what was the name of that schooner
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that was wrecked off the rocks out there last 

year, just before we went away ?” 

““Wasn’t she called The Betsy?” answered 

Miss Leslie. 

“Oh, yes! that was it,” said Frank. ‘ What 

a night that was ; wasn’t it? Oh! how the wind 

did howl! Don’t you remember, we couldn’t hear 

a word that any one said? and what a sea there 

was, to be sure! The waves were just like moun- 

tains, and the bay like a great washing-tub full 

of soap-suds, it was so white! Susy, do you 

recollect what papa and old Joe said about 

that Captain Garty that was in command of 

heres , 

‘“‘T remember that they were both very indignant 

with him, and said that nobody on board owed 

him any thanks; but, Frank, I don’t see what all 

this has to do with your lesson.” 

“Tt has though, a great deal,” replied Frank,
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‘don’t you know, old Joe called him ‘the poorest- 

spirited fellow that he had ever known in all his 

born days,’ and papa seemed quite to agree with 

him.” . 

“They were both angry with him then, of 

course, as everybody was, because through his 

folly so many lives were nearly lost; but, you 

know, nobody was drowned after all; so I don’t 

think you need rake up his faults a year after the 

event, Frankie,” returned his sister. 

‘‘T shouldn’t take the trouble,” answered the 

boy, impatiently, “only don’t you see now why 

I can’t understand this first verse? How 

can it be such a good thing to be ‘poor in 

spirit ?’”’ 

Miss Leslie was about to answer, when the 

sound of sailors’ voices behind them caused both 

to start to their feet. | 

The men were running a boat down the beach,
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for the purpose of launching her; and they 

seemed to be in haste. 

“What is it, Timothy ?” asked the young lady, 

as they passed. “You are not going fishing 

now, surely.” 

“No, ma’am,” said the man, letting go the 

boat to pull his cap; “’tain’t the right time, as 

ye knows; but look ye at the big vessel out . 

yonder, and see how she’s asking for a little 

one to come and fetch some passenger out of 

her. Belike they’re comin’ in honour of you. 

’Tain’t so often we gets visitors in Yelverton.” 

“Oh!” cried Frank, ‘I wonder who it can 

possibly be. Let us stay and watch till the boat 

comes back.” 

“Tm afraid you will soon be tired of dear 

old Yelverton. After all the gay places that we 

have seen, it will seem so dull to you, Frankie,” 

said his sister, as they stood gazing after the boat
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as it rapidly made its way towards the large 

vessel. 

“You needn’t then,” returned her young bro- 

ther ; “Yelverton is a jolly little place, let who 

will abuse it. Besides, most of it belongs to 

papa, and will belong to me some day,” he added, 

proudly; “and I’m sure those grand red cliffs are 

finer than any others that I have seen, either in 

France or England; and then, just look at the 

woods round our house!” 

Miss Leslie looked,—she required no bidding 

to make her do so; and her gaze was fonder, if 

not so proud, as her young brother's. It was 

only yesterday that they had returned to their 

native village; and her eyes, which had been 

feasting on its scenery ever since they came out, 

filled with tears as her brother spoke. But she 

did not let him see them. 

“There seems to have been no change what-
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ever since we went away; and even the church 

tower still wants its flag-staff,” she observed, at 

length. 

“So it does,” said Frank; “what a shame! 

I’ll ask papa to get it put up directly.” 

“ There he comes,” returned his sister, as she 

observed her father emerging from the wooded 

slope behind the village, by a little path which 

she knew led only from one place—that very 

churchyard where her thoughts had been almost 

constantly during the last twenty-four hours, and 

in which they had laid, just fourteen months 

previously, and only a short time before they 

had left the place for foreign climes, her own 

dear mother. | 

Frank immediately ran to meet his father, and 

by the time they rejoined Miss Leslie, all his — 

troubles, both about the flag-staff and about his 

Scripture-lesson had been communicated to him,
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and it had been arranged, much to the young 

gentleman’s satisfaction, that after church and 

luncheon next day all three should, provided the 

day were fine, descend to the beach together to 

talk over difficulties.



GHAPTER 

FRANK’S DIFFICULTY. 

OW, papa, will you answer my question ?” 

    

Wee) Frank said, as his father and sister en- 

scapes themselves under the shade of some huge 

rocks in one of the quietest parts of the beach, 

and he perched himself on one at their feet. 

‘Not directly, my boy,’ replied Mr Leslie, 

“because I want you, first of all, to try and fancy 

yourself one of the company to whom Jesus was 

preaching when He uttered these words which 

you find so difficult to understand.” 

“JT don’t see how I can do that,” said Frank,
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‘because they must have been such very different 

people from what I am.” 

“Yes, they were rather different ; for they lis- 

tened to this great sermon very eagerly, I fancy, 

and were both interested in it and amazed at its 
wisdom ; while you, I understand, think these 

chapters the driest in all the Gospels.” 

‘Perhaps that is because I don’t understand 
them, papa,” returned the boy, colouring a little ; 

“and it is just for that reason that I want you to 
explain my verses. What mountain was it that 
Jesus went up before he began to preach?” 

“The gospel does not tell me, Frank, and so I 

cannot tell you; but I think it must have been 
some mountain in Galilee, and not far from the 

Sea of Galilee, which is sometimes called the Lake 

of Capernaum ; because when He came down from 
the mountain, we learn from St Matthew viii. 5, 
that ‘Jesus went into the city of Capernaum.’
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Now, the first thing that I want you to notice is, 

that wherever He went He was followed by great 

crowds, who pressed to hear Him. How was 

this?” 

‘I don’t know,” replied Frank, “ but I should 

think any one would go to hear Jesus preach.” 

‘‘Ah! you think so because you have all your 

life been taught who Jesus was, and you know 

that He was the Son of God. That was just 

what these people did not know, and what some 

of them were trying to find out. All Jews knew 

that a great Deliverer was to come to their nation 

some day ; their prophets had told them so. And 

whenever a wonderful person arose about this 

time, I suppose many people wondered whether 

he would turn out to be the Messiah or not. 

Many of them knew also that, according to the 

prophet Daniel, He ought to have come some few 

years before. When Jesus was born, and all
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those wonders happened which occurred at the 

time of His birth, there was no doubt a good deal 

of talk about Him; and some people—as the 

shepherds, the wise men, Simeon, and Anna— 

acknowledged Him to be the Saviour ; but thirty 

-years had passed away; and as He had lived 

on quietly as the carpenter’s son, I daresay the 

nation thought that, after all, people had been 

mistaken.” 

‘‘But now,” said Miss Leslie, ‘‘there was John 

the Baptist, who had been preaching a good 

pwiile;;and in St Luke ii, 15, we read that all 

men were musing in their hearts of 42, whether 

he were the Christ or not.” 

“Yes,” said her father ; “ different events had of 

late made people think again; and so there was 

once more at least a great deal of curiosity about 

these two wonderful persons, and a great deal of 

excitement to know who they were.” 

é
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‘But John said he was not the Christ,” said 

Frank. 

“Very true; and he told the people to look for 

some one greater than himself; and as they 

thought him a very great man, they must have 

been very eager to hear Jesus—this greater One 

—when He began to preach.” 

‘‘Didn’t He preach at the same time, papa?” 

“T think not. It seems clear that it was not 

until John was thrown into prison that our Lord 

began His ministry. Look at St Mark i. 14. 

He had been baptized by John apparently just 

before; and then came that mighty voice from 

heaven, which must have made people wonder 

exceedingly. He was then, St Luke says, about 

thirty years of age. After His baptism, our Lord 

spent His. lonely six weeks in the wilderness— 

fasting, and tempted of the devil—and then He 

began His great work of preaching. You see,
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now, that it was no great marvel that crowds 

went to hear Him; but there was another attrac- 

tion, of which we have not yet spoken. What 

was it?” 

Frank did not know; but, at his father’s sug- 

gestion, he looked at the last verses of the fourth 

_ chapter of St Matthew, and then exclaimed— 

‘“‘Oh, I see! He worked so many miracles!” 

“Ves; and that caused His fame to spread 

over all the country. People went and said to 

their neighbours, ‘ Do you know such a one, who 

was lame, or ill, or blind, or deaf, was cured in a 

minute by that wonderful person whom they call 

Jesus!’ and then, of course, their neighbours 

themselves went to see Him. We should do 

the same, I think; and probably our Lord 

worked. these miracles on purpose to draw 

the people to hear Him, that He might teach 

them, and to make them listen attentively when
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they came. But now I have got another question 

for you before I come to consider yours. Jesus 

went up into this mountain in order to get 

free from the pressure of the multitude. He 

called His own disciples to Him, and was 

followed, we may be sure, by as many people as 

could get near Him. He probably stood or sat 

on some projection, from whence He could most 

conveniently address the people, and below Him 

there was perhaps some flat, plain ground, some- 

thing like what we call table-land, on which 

many people might stand. Well, now, supposing 

that you had been one of those people who had 

seen some of His miracles, and heard the strange 

accounts which passed from mouth to mouth 

about Him through the land, what do you think 

you would have wished Him to say when He 

opened His mouth? I mean, what would you 

have been most curious to know?”
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“T suppose that I should have wanted Him to 

tell me who He was Himself,” replied Frank, 

> after thinking intently for a minute or two. “ At 

any rate, I should have liked Him to say some- 

thing which would make me know.” 

“Well, I have no doubt that was what many 

of that crowd were hoping for,” answered his 

father ; ‘‘and whatever wishes were in their hearts 

Jesus knew them, we are quite sure; though, if 

this were the wish, He did not at once gratify it; 

for, instead of talking about Himself, He rather 

turned their attention back on themselves, and 

began by telling them what sort of people were 

the blessed or happy ones. Can you imagine at 

all why He probably did this?” 

“No, papa; not in the least. Can you?” 

“The Lord Jesus did not want merely curious 
disciples,” his father answered. “‘It was then, as 
it still is, His will to ‘draw all men unto Him : 

B
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but then He would have them to be sincere and 

earnest learners; and if any of these people came 

just to satisfy an idle curiosity about Him, I 

think that His very first words must have made 

them feel that they were not the sort of persons 

whom He approved.” 

“But wasn’t it right to wish to find out who 

Jesus was, papa?” 

“Quite right; but a right thing may be done 

in a wrong way, you know. They were right if 

they wanted to know whether this were He who 

was the promised Saviour, who was to bear the 

punishment of their sins, and be their King to 

reign in righteousness; but wrong if they fol- 

lowed Him as men follow a popular preacher, 

or run after any one out of the common way. 

So, you see, the Lord taught them, and teaches 

us, ow to seek Him, and in what sort of spirit.” 

‘‘T suppose those crowds were made up chiefly
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of the common people—poor people, I mean?” 

Miss Leslie observed. 

“No doubt of it,’ replied her father; ‘“ but 

you know that the Jews, however poor they 

might be, prided themselves on being the children 

of Abraham, and thought that, almost as a matter 

of course, they would be sharers in the kingdom 

of heaven. See, now, my boy, how the blessed 

- Jesus showed that He knew the heart of man, when 

He began His sermon by saying that it is the 

poor zz sfivit that are to possess that kingdom. 

He says nothing about outward circumstances, 

but only about character, which is the very thing 

that most people prefer to forget.” 

“Then, now you will tell me what ‘poor in 

Spirit’ means ; won’t you?” said Frank. 

meewill try,” replied Mri‘Leslie; “ But instead 

of explaining it in a few words, I think I shall 

pick out one or two people of whom we read in
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the Bible, who seem to me to belong to that class ; 

and afterwards I shall expect you to find me some 

who evidently did not belong to it.” 

“Ohidethat will be. nice,” Frank tried; ‘and 

mind, Susy, you must help me.” 

‘““There was in the Jews’ country,” Mr Leslie 

began, ‘‘a considerable city, beautifully situated 

among the mountains. This city was admired 

by other nations besides the Jews themselves, 

and especially on account of some fine buildings 

which it contained. One of these, indeed the 

principal one, had once been destroyed by fire, and 

again, after it was rebuilt, it had been a good 

deal injured by a foreign army. But a certain 

king came to the throne who had a great taste 

for architecture, and he caused this great edifice 

to be repaired and beautified exceedingly; so 

that many people were attracted to visit it, besides 

those who frequented it for the purposes for
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which it was built. Only certain favoured per- 

sons were allowed to enter the principal parts ; 

but there were rooms and courts around into 

which any one might go. Accordingly, one day 

there went up to it a poor man, whose counten- 

ance told plainly that he was in some great 

trouble. It was evident that he had not gone 

there for the sake of viewing the building; and, 

indeed, his whole appearance showed that he 

belonged to a set of men who were very much 

disliked and despised by their neighbours, and 

usually deservedly so; for their occupation was 

to collect the taxes. We do not particularly 

dislike tax-gatherers now-a-days ; for though we 

may not like paying taxes, yet we know that they 

are necessary to pay the expenses of keeping the 

country in order and in peace, and that the tax- 

gatherers are only doing their duty in coming to 

get them in. But in the Jews’ country at that
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time taxes were not paid to a king or govern- 

ment of their own, but to a foreign prince who 

ruled over them, and whom they hated. Besides 

which, as there was no rule how much each man 

had to pay, these tax-gatherers might get as much 

as they could out of the people, and, provided 

they paid the required amount to the king, they 

were allowed to keep the rest themselves. In 

consequence of this, they were generally wicked, 

cruel men; and people who reckoned themselves 

respectable would have nothing to do with them. 

Well, it was one of these people that I am 

speaking of. He stood with his eyes cast down 

on the ground, and kept away from other people ; 

but if any one had looked at him, they would 

have observed that several times he struck his 

hand on his breast like one almost in despair, and 

also that his lips moved. Then, if curiosity had 

drawn them near enough to hear his words,



  
THE PUBLICAN.
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this is the cry that would have fallen on their 

ear: ‘God be merciful to me a sinner 

“Oh!” said Frank, “I know now who you 

mean: it was the publican who went up to pray, 

of course; and the city was Jerusalem, and the 

building the Temple. Then, does ‘poor in spirit’ 

mean being very miserable?” 

“That is jumping to a conclusion,” answered 

his father. ‘We have got to consider now why 

this man prayed such a prayer.” 

“JT thought it was a very common prayer,” 

returned Frank. “Some of the poor people here 

qe 

say it, I know.” 

“Very likely; but they learnt it from this 

publican, without perhaps being aware of it; and 

many use it without being poor in spirit like 

him. Let us keep close to this poor man, and 

try to find out why he uttered this cry.” 

‘‘Perhaps he had done something very bad,”
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remarked Frank, thoughtfully, ‘‘and was afraid 

that God would be angry with him.” 

“Only, you see, he does not mention any par- 

ticular sin,” replied his father, ‘‘and therefore I 

fancy that it is more likely that he was thinking 

of all the wicked things that he had done in his 

past life, and feeling quite horrified at the picture ) 

of himself that had lately come before what we 

may call the eyes of his mind. I have told you 

what sort of people these publicans were; and we 

may be sure that our Lord meant what we should 

call a wicked man—one who had gone on, all 

his life, just trying to please himself, and get 

as much as he could for himself—one who had 

often been cruel to his fellow-creatures, had made 

no profession of religion, and until now had put 

away all thoughts of God. 

‘But something—we are not told what—had 

come to change this man’s view of things; some-
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thing had made him remember his God, and 

perhaps also the judgment to come. Then, no 

doubt, he went back in thought over his past 

life, to see if some good actions could be found 

to balance the bad ones, or to recommend him to 

(oa'sfavour. He searched and searched, but all 

in vain. His whole history was blackened with 

sin; his life had been an utterly wasted one; 

there was no store of goodness in the past to 

draw from—no good thing in him—not a single 

reason to plead why God should show him 

favour; he was quite poor, blind, miserable, and 

naked. It was so; and he knew it now. There- 

fore, you see, from the very depths of his shame 

and misery broke forth the cry, ‘God be merciful 

to me’—not, ‘for I have done this or that bad 

thing, but—‘a sinner.’” 

“So he was poor in spirit because he knew 

that he had no goodness,” Frank said, after a
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pause. “I don’t see how he could help that, 

though, when he had been such a wicked man.” 

‘And yet, I suppose, he had only just come to 

know it,” rejoined his papa. ‘ But, however, let 

us go on now to another case, and we will come 

back to him by and by.” 

“First tell me, though, if you please, papa, 

why he was called a publican, if he was really a 

tax-gatherer ?”’ 

“You fancied, I suppose,” said Mr Leslie, 

smiling, “that he was like our publicans, and 

sold beer and spirits; but the word was used in a 

different sense then to what it is now. We call 

a man a publican who keeps a house open to all 

comers—that is, to the public; but then a man 

was called so who collected the public money, or, 

as I have explained, the taxes which are intended 

for the use of the country in general.” 

‘Thank you, papa. I did not know that
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before; and now, please, I am ready for your 

other story. Will you tell it in the same way, 

and let me guess ?” 

“Tf you like; but I see that it must wait till 

to-morrow, for look at the time!”—and he held 

up his watch.



CHAPTER 111. 

TWO SORTS OF PEOPLE. 

Rema LL! did you find out who the stranger 

ABE = =was whom Susy and you watched 

coming ashore the other day?” said Mr Leslie, 

  

as he walked down to the beach again, two or 

three days after that Sunday conversation, with 

his grown-up daughter leaning on his arm, and 

his young son, now off in search of some road- 

side treasures, and now for a minute or two by 

his side again. 

“Oh, he was nobody!” returned Frank; “at 

least only a stranger to us and everybody here, as
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far as Timothy can make out. Just a young 

fellow, neither a poor man nor a gentleman, 

without any friends, they say too; but he has got 

auianey,) OF somebody has put it into his head, 

that the air of this place will do him good—and 

so he has come. That’s about all.” 

“Ts it?” answered his papa, in a way which 

made his young son rather uneasy, because it 

seemed to imply some degree of dissatisfaction. 

“Our story to-day was to be about a stranger 

too; so perhaps you will not care to hear it.” 

“Oh, yes, I shall, papa—at least, I daresay it 

will turn out to be a more interesting stranger 

than that fellow was,” the boy answered, redden- 

ing a little as he spoke. 

His father shook his head; but he began to tell 

his story. 

“ There was a country at the north of the Holy 

Land in which there were many Gentiles as well
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as Jews. On the sea-coast there were two cities 

which had once been very celebrated for their 

merchandise, and one of them especially for a 

famous purple dye, got from a fish which was 

found on the shore. Ages before the time I 

speak of, many nations had traded with this city, 

and its vessels went to far-distant countries—it is 

believed to our own, among the rest. One of the 

kings had been a friend of King David’s; and 

when his son, Solomon, was building the Temple, 

he sent him cedar-wood to help the work. 

“‘ Afterwards, to punish the inhabitants of these 

cities for their horrible wickedness, God allowed 

great conquerors to come and destroy them. 

They were rebuilt, but never attained anything 

like their former importance. Still there were 

the cities in the Saviour’s time, and He more than 

once visited them. 

‘Well, on one occasion there was a woman on
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the watch for Him. She was a Gentile, and 

perhaps a descendant of the old inhabitants of 

the country; for you remember, that though God 

had commanded His people—the Israelites—to 

drive them all out when they took possession of 

the land of Canaan, yet they left some, saying 

that they were too strong for them. I say 

perhaps she was descended from some of these ; 

but I only know that she was not a Jewess. 

However, she had heard of Christ, and of his 

power, as well as of his love and pity towards 

sick people. You know his fame had spread a 

great way. And so we may fancy that she had 

often longed for Him to come in that direction; 

for she was in great trouble. And this was what 

her sorrow was:—‘ Her young daughter was 

grievously vexed with a devil. We don’t hear of 

such things in this country; but we have mad 

people; and that is bad enough. I do not know
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what I should do if one of you were to lose your 

senses ; but this was something different, and far 

worse. We read of Jesus healing lunatics; but 

‘this young girl was worse than a lunatic; for an 

evil spirit had actually got possession of her, 

and tormented her terribly. Doctors could do 

nothing for such a case; but there was just this 

hope in the mother’s mind, that perhaps Jesus 

would cure her. So no sooner did He come that 

way than out ran the poor woman, and, caring 

nothing for the people round about, she threw 

herself at his feet, crying, ‘Have mercy on me, 

O Lord, thou Son of David! my daughter is 

grievously vexed with a devil.’” 

“Oh!” said Frank, “I remember that story 

too. The cities were Tyre and Sidon; and the 

woman is called in one place a Syro-Phcenician, 

and in another a woman of Canaan.” 

‘‘Two names for the same country,’ answered
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his father; ‘“‘and do you see yet why I called her 

a stranger?” 

“‘ Was it because she was not a Jewess?” asked 

Frank. 

“Ves; and therefore Jesus said she was not one 

of those to whom He was sent. Do you under- 

stand that ?” 

“No, papa; for I always thought He came to 

save everybody.” 

“So He did; that is, He came to live and die 

for everybody; and after He was gone back into 

heaven, His apostles were sent to preach every- 

where, and to all nations; but our Lord’s own 

ministry was confined to the Jews. He was a 

Jew; and one part of His work was to be a Prophet 

to the Jews. This is why He said ‘I am not sent 

but unto the lost sheep of the House of Israel.’” 

“Oh! I am so glad you told me that, papa; 

for I never could understand it before.” 
e
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“ However,” rejoined his father, ‘‘this poor 

woman was in such great trouble that she would 

not go without getting what she wanted. The dis- 

ciples tried to drive heraway ; and the Saviour gave 

her this disheartening answer ; but she only came 

and worshipped Him, saying, ‘ Lord; help me!’” 

“ And then He said, ‘It is not meet to take the 

children’s meat and cast it to dogs,’ ” said Frank. 

‘How unkind she must have thought Him! 

Why did Jesus treat her so, papa?” . 

“To try her faith ; there is no doubt of that, my 

boy. I don’t mean, to see Himself whether she 

had faith ; but to draw it out, and perhaps also to let 

the people see it, as well as to leave a lesson for 

us. But we are talking of her to-day, you know, 

because she was poor in spirit; and you haven't 

yet given me the answer which showed that.” 

‘Oh! I forgot. Do you mean when she said : 

‘Truth, Lord; yet the dogs eat of the crumbs which
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fall from their master’s table?’ I have often 

thought that I should never have said that, papa. 

I should have been so angry to be called a dog.” 

“The Jews were in the habit of giving all 

Gentiles that name,” answered his father; “ yet, 

certainly, it must have seemed very unlike what 

she had heard of our Lord’s goodness ; but she 

had plainly thought a great deal about Him, and 

quite made up her mind that He was the true 

Messiah, as we see by her calling Him ‘ Son of 

David;’ and so she concluded, I suppose, that He 

had a reason for speaking as He did. Then, as to 

herself, see how humble she was! She was not 

offended even at being classed with dogs. She 

knew and felt that she had no claim at all on the 

goodness of Christ,—nothing whatever to plead ; 

and yet we are not told of her that she had been 

avery wicked woman. There is no reason even 

to suspect, as we may about the publican,
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that her past life had been worse than some other 

people’s. Still, you see, she had come to the 

same conclusion about herself that he had. She 

felt herself quite poor before God. She knew 

that she had no merit, that is, no goodness, of 

her own to deserve His favour. And so she, 

like the publican, only looked for mercy. 

‘‘ Now suppose you try if you can find one or 

two characters which were just the opposite of 

these; and that will help you still further to see 

what I mean.” 

“Who shall I say?” whispered Frank to his 

sister, after thinking a few minutes. 

‘‘T don’t see that you could choose a better 

than the Pharisee in the same parable,” replied 

Miss Leslie. | 
Frank opened his Bible at the eighteenth of St 

Luke, and, after looking at the passage, cried out 

— Qh, no, I couldn't! What a proud man he
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was! I don’t see that he prayed at all, papa. 

He only told God how good he was. Papa, who 

were the Pharisees?” 

“They were a set of men who thought that 

religion was made up of long prayers and fasts, 

and that the more words they said the better 

God would be pleased. They led the common 

people to think a great deal of them too, by 

making a show of these things. You know they 

used to pray at the corners of the streets; and 

when they were going to give money to the poor 

they blew a trumpet to let people know.” 

“What a thing to do!” exclaimed Frank; “ and 

what were those things that they made so broad ?” 

“ Their phylacteries,” replied his father; “that 

is, the borderings to their robes. The Jews 

were commanded by God in old time to wear 

borders to their clothes as a distinction between 

them and other nations; and because they wanted
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to appear very good, the Pharisees made these 

phylacteries extra broad.” 

‘‘But I suppose they did not do such wicked 

things as the publicans did,” said Frank. 

“I don’t know about that,” answered his father. 

“Tf I hear any one boasting of not having com- 

mitted all sorts of crimes, I should instantly 

suspect him of being less innocent than he made 

out ; but, at any rate, they hid their sins, and 

generally kept a fair character. However, for 

our present purpose, we had better suppose this 

Pharisee to have been all he said he was. Let 

us take him for aman who had kept clear of 

gross outward sins, and been mindful of external 

religious duties, and then consider how he should 

have felt in the sight of God. Would such 

conduct give him a right to God’s favour? Could 

he go into His presence and say, ‘I have com- 

mitted no sins ; I am very good ; I need not even
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ask for forgiveness; I have a right to the kingdom 

of heaven, and, of course, I belong to that 

kingdom.’ What do you think ?” 

“T should think that any one must be very 

conceited who talked like that,” answered Frank ; 

‘‘and besides,” he added ‘“ he must have com- 

mitted some sins, for the Bible says, ‘There is 

none righteous ; no, not one.’” 

“Ves; but I have met with people who quite 

agree to that, and say, ‘Oh, of course, we are all 

sinners ;’ and yet when they get into trouble, or 

are ill, these same people will declare that they 

cannot think why ¢/ey should be punished, when 

they have never done anything wrong! And on 

the same ground, they would tell you that they 

hope to go to heaven !|” 7 

‘What foolish people they must have been to 

contradict themselves like that, papa!” 

“They were not foolish in other things, Frank ;
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and I am afraid there are more people than you 

could easily believe, whose minds are in this 

state of confusion about their own merits, though 

they may not all talk exactly in this way. Did 

you never know any little boys who, while calling 

themselves sinners, would never own to any 

single fault?” 

“ After all, papa,” said Frank, who appeared 

not to hear this last question, ‘if the Pharisee 

had not done those abominable things which the 

publican did, he couldn’t say he had ; could he?” 

“Certainly not; and perhaps you think that as 

we suppose him to have been what people call ‘a 

good sort of man,’ it was not possible for him to 

be ‘ poor in spirit.’” 

“JT don’t see how he could have felt as the 

publican did—at least, not quite the same, 

papa.” 

‘There was a Pharisee once, though, who had
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been quite as blameless as this man, Frank, and 

he called himself the ‘ chief of sinners.’ ” 

“Who was he, papa?” asked the boy. “I 

cannot remember.” 

“Don’t you think papa means St Paul?” 

whispered Miss Leslie. 

“St Paul!” exclaimed Frank; “why, how 

_ could he call himself that?” 

She turned over the leaves of her Bible, and 

pointed to 1 Tim. i. 15, saying, “ This was written 

by St Paul, you know.” 

‘Do you think he could have meant it, papa >” 

Frank asked, while he looked as if he thought 

that impossible. 

‘All Scripture is given by inspiration of God,” 

replied his father; ‘and therefore we may be 

sure that St Paul sincerely felt this about himself, 

or God would not have let him write it. He was 

poor in spirit, you see. He did not feel any the
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richer for all his good deeds of love to his fellow- 

creatures, and of zeal for God’s glory. He re- 

membered, no doubt, what Jesus taught His 

disciples :—‘ When ye have done all these things, 

say, We are unprofitable servants, we have done 

that which it was our duty to do’—oz/y that, you 

see, at the very best. And then St Paul knew 

that often it was not his best, though men did 

not know it. He knew that he had left undone 

many things that he ought to have done, and done 

many that should have been left undone; and 

besides that, he could see into his own heart, and 

knew that, like other human hearts, it was by 

nature desperately wicked. And so, Frank, even 

he came to the conclusion that he didn’t deserve 

a single good thing from God.” 

“ Still,” rejoined Frank, “I don’t understand 

how it can be better to do bad things, and be 

sorry for them, than not to do them at all, and so
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have nothing to be sorry for, as the parable seems 

to Say.” 

‘“‘T do not see that it says that the least in the 

world, Frank. Never run away with the idea 

that it is really almost a good thing to have been 

very wicked, if only you repent and reform at 

last, for the Bible never teaches that. What 

it teaches is, that if we would gain God's 

favour we must go to Him as true men and 

women, and boys and girls, and not as shams. 

Now, you know this Pharisee was not a true man 

—he was a false character, though perhaps he 

did not know it. His not knowing himself was 

the great evil. He thought that he was rich in 

good works, just because he had not done some 

particular bad ones, while all the while his heart 

was full of pride and selfishness; and he had 

never in all his life really tried to serve God. 

Well, now, it is better even to have been an open
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sinner, and to know it, than to be such a man as 

this ; for it is only those who know themselves to 

be poor who will ever go to Jesus to be made 

rich ; and it is only to those who ask for a share in 

the kingdom of heaven as a free gift that God 

will ever give it, just because there is no living 

being upon earth who ever deserved it. Can you 

tell me of any other people who resembled this 

Pharisee in his false way of thinking of himself?” 

“T think Nebuchadnezzar was something like 

him, papa, when he went marching about his palace 

and saying, ‘Is not this great Babylon, that I have 

built for the house of my kingdom, by the might 

of my power, and for the honour of my majesty?’ 

and, don’t you know, the same hour he lost his 

kingdom, and was driven out into the fields to feed 

like the oxen. And then there was King Pharaoh, 

who said, ‘ Who is the Lord, that I should obey his 

voice? I know not the Lord!’ and Ze got drowned.”
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“Well, you have thought of two men who were 

anything but poor in spirit, certainly, Frank. 

They were heathens, it is true ; but then they had 

been mixed up with God’s people, and might have 

known how little and poor they were in the sight 

of Jehovah. Yet they were rich, instead of poor, 

in spirit—that is, they thought that their own 

power was equal to anything, and that they 

wanted nothing of God. We cannot think of 

God’s kingdom as made up of such men as these, 

and I see that you do not admire them at all; but 

recollect, my boy, that their spirit is just what is 

natural to every human being, though all may 

not let it be seen so plainly by the world; while 

the spirit of the publican, of the Canaanitish 

woman, and of Paul, is not natural to any one. 

The grace of God only can give it; and unless 

you seek that grace, you may be a Pharisee, or 

even a little Nebuchadnezzar, here in Yelverton.”
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THE WALK TO HILL FARM. 

40 you know, Susy, now we have got to it, 

I don’t see that the second ‘blessed’ in 

my verses is any easier to understand than the 
   

first. I thought it was until papa told me to 

think about it, and see if I could not explain this 

one to him, instead of his doing it for me; but 

now I find that I don’t know what it means at 

all.” 

“Oh, Frank, how can you say so?” returned 

his sister. “I am sure you do know what 

mourning means.”
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“Ves, of course; it means being sorrowful. I 

understand that well enough,” said Frank ; ‘‘ but 

the thing is, why is it so blessed to be sorrow- 

ful?” 

“The verse says, ‘for they shall be comforted,’ 

doesn’t it?” answered his sister. 

“Ves; but then if people are not sorrowful, they 

don’t want comforting.” 

“ And you think that the comfort is only like 

medicine in sickness,” returned Miss Leslie, 

smiling, “and have a sort of notion that it would 

be a very good thing if we could get rid of both 

the one and the other. Well, Frankie, I have 

heard of a world where the inhabitants shall no 

more say, ‘I am sick,’ and where, therefore, they 

cannot require to take physic; but I think if papa 

were here he would bid you keep in mind the 

company to whom Jesus spoke, and the sort of 

world in which they were all living.”
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“T don’t know about that,” said Frank. ‘“ He 

told me one day that these verses were meant for 

all of us.” 

“Yes; but sometimes it helps us very much 

just to try and put ourselves in the place of those 

who first heard our Saviour’s lessons, and then, 

afterwards, we can recollect that we are not very 

unlike them. But what do you say to a walk 

over the cliff this fine afternoon? We can talk, if 

you like, as we go along; and we might call at 

the Hill Farm, and see if Mrs Barton and Willie 

are come yet. I havea sort of notion that they 

were to arrive yesterday ; and, if so, we might ask 

them to come up to the Hall to-morrow; for I 

suppose you will want to see as much as you can 

of your schoolfellow.” 

‘That I shall, for he is a capital fellow; and I 

know you'll say so when you have seen him, 

Susy. But how did you get such splendid news
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“Oh! never mind; I don't tell you every- 

thing,” answered his sister, laughing. ‘“ Only 

take my advice, and come with me to see whether 

I have been well informed or not.” 

Frank did not require much urging to do that. 

He was soon in calling-trim ; and, at his particular 

desire, they took a short cut up the face of the 

cliff, instead of going round by the road, to save 

time, as he said. 

That was rather questionable, as it was not so 

easy for his sister to scramble up over loose rocks 

and crumbling earth, between briars and bushes, 

active as she showed herself, as it was for a 

strong boy of eleven ; but at length, with his very 

energetic assistance, they reached the top. A two 

miles’ walk was then before them, and as, so far 

as the character of the ground was concerned, it 

was rather a monotonous one, they had abundance 

of leisure for chatting. 
D
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‘‘T do hope and trust,” remarked Frank, “ that 

Will and his mother have come alone, and that 

they have not brought that long-faced cousin of 

his along with them.” 

‘What an unkind hope!” returned his sister. 

“Why Frank, I was just wishing exactly the 

contrary, because I think it would do the poor 

thing so much good.” 

“And spoil all our fun,” said Frank, with a 

shrug of his shoulder. ‘‘Susy, I believe you 

care for every one more than you do for me.” 

Miss Leslie made no reply. She seldom did 

when her young brother gave vent to his impe- 

tuous temper by exclamations of this sort; but 

she looked vexed and hurt; and for a minute 

or two they walked on in silence. This, how- 

ever, was by no means what Frank intended ; 

and he soon broke it by saying, in a half-dis- 

appointed, half-pouting way—
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“T thought you said that we should talk about 

my verse as we came along.” 

“So we will if you will not say things which 

you do not mean, Frankie,” she answered gently, 

“and perhaps, as you do not seem to feel very 

kindly towards her just now, it may be as well to 

try and forget poor Miss Manly. Can't you 

think of any Bible people who were as mournful 

as she is, and see if they will not help you to 

understand the text ?” 

“Oh! I never thought of Miss Manly and 

this verse together before,” said the startled look 

on Frank’s face; but he would not let his lips 

speak the words. 

‘‘There was Hannah,” he said, after thinking 

a minute or two. ‘She was sorrowful because 

she had no son; and there was Jacob, when 

Joseph was sold into Egypt ;—well, they were 

both comforted certainly; but they don't help
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me a bit, because if they hadn’t been in trouble 

they wouldn’t have wanted comforting. Besides, 

Esau was very unhappy when he lost the bless- 

ing; but I do not see that he got comforted, 

after all.” 

“Do you recollect that St Paul speaks, in 

one place, about two kinds of sorrow—one that 

was godly, and one that was not?” said his 

sister. “TI think we might learn something from 

that: 

Ob where is that text?” cried Frank, “I 

don’t remember it at all.” 

‘It is somewhere in one of the Epistles to the 

Corinthians, and I will find it for you when I go 

home. You will see that it partly explains your 

difficulty about Esau; for his was not a godly 

sorrow, in that instance, at any rate.” 

“Only, you see, it does not say anything about 

the sorts of mourning in my verse,” returned
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Frank ; ‘that is one reason why I cannot under- 

stand what it means.” 

“If you look at the passage in St Luke, you 

will see that it says, ‘Blessed are ye that weep 

now, for ye shall laugh,’ and ‘Woe unto you 

that laugh zow, for ye shall mourn and weep,’” 

his sister said. 

“Oh! that’s another thing I want to know,” 

exclaimed Frank. “ How is it that St Luke 

did not tell it all exactly as St Matthew 

does ?” 

‘Many people suppose that the Lord Jesus 

preached something like the same sermon on 

two or three different occasions,” Miss Leslie 

answered, “and to me it seems very likely ; but 

however this may have been, the words in the 

one certainly help to explain the other. Don't 

you think that this little ‘now’ may help us a 

good deal?”
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“Tl domte knows 71 mesure; ysaid: Frank. ‘I 

wish something would, I know, or else papa 

will tell me I haven’t tried. Ive thought it 

was coming so plain two or three times; but 

its meaning all goes again, just like a little 

glimmer of light, when I think I am going to 

catch, it” 

‘Never mind; you must not be impatient,” 

replied his sister; “for you know that poor 

ignorant creatures like us cannot expect to take 

in the full meaning of the words of the Lord 

Jesus all at once. Do not you remember that 

the kingdom of heaven is likened to treasure zd 

in afield, and that if we do not care to take trouble 

to find it, we cannot expect to have it? Papa did 

not set you to this task as he would to some 

others. He did not want it to be learnt and 

done with, Iam sure. It was in that spirit that 

too many people came to hear the Saviour; and
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you remember how He said that they had ears 

and yet heard not.” 

‘“‘ Well, what do you think this ‘ now’ teaches us, 

then ?” asked Frank. ‘ Please be quick and tell 

me all you can, because I expect that papa will 

want to talk about it when he comes home this 

evening ; and I do want to have found out some- 

thing for him.” 

“Do you recollect a verse in the 11th of the 

Hebrews, which tells us that Moses, when he was 

come to years, refused to be called the son of 

Pharaoh’s daughter, ‘choosing rather to suffer 

affliction with the people of God, than to enjoy 

the pleasures of sin for a season ’?” 

“Ves,” said Frank ; “ but what has that to do 

with it?” 

“He chose to mourn rather than to rejoice ; 

emda he. did it. because ‘he: had respect -unto 

the recompense of the reward.’ He knew that
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hereafter he would be comforted,” replied Miss 

Leslie. 

“T see! But do you really think he mourned 

because he could not be king of Egypt?” asked 

Frank. 

“JT don’t know exactly about that, because we 

are not told so much; but, no doubt, at the time 

it must have looked a pleasanter prospect to be 

honoured and counted heir to a great throne, than 

to see only contempt and ill-treatment before him 

for years. Still no doubt Moses, as'a servant of 

God, felt something as St Paul afterwards did. I 

daresay he was ‘troubled on every side, yet of 

distressed ; perplexed, but zo¢ in despair ; perse- 

cuted, but zo¢ forsaken.’* For when people mourn 

as I think Jesus means us to mourn, they may be 

' ‘joyful in tribulation.’” 

“Ves, I have often heard so,” answered Frank. 

F2°COr, 1Vs" GO, 0:
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‘and of course that is the best way of mourning, 

if we must mourn atall. But you haven't told me 

yet why the people who have reason to mourn are 

better off than those who have not.” 

‘Are there any people in the world who have 

not cause to mourn, Frankie?” his sister asked, 

earnestly. 

“Why, I suppose so. We don’t see everybody 

looking miserable.” 

“Perhaps not; they may mourn without that,” 

Miss Leslie said ; ‘‘ but 

“ «The path of sorrow, and that path alone, 

Leads to the land where sorrow is unknown.’ ” 

Here they came in sight of Hill Farm, and 

Frank’s attention was diverted from this serious 

subject, so engrossed was he with the thoughts of 

Willy, and all he meant to say to him. 

They soon found that Mrs Barton and her son 

had arrived, and also that the much-dreaded Miss
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Manly had accompanied them; but as Frank 

speedily escaped with his friend into the garden, 

her presence at the farm did not so seriously mar 

his pleasure as he had anticipated that it would. 

He was full of Willy’s sayings and doings on 

their way back; and had by no means exhausted 

the topic when they met their father coming to 

look for them. But Mr Leslie appeared tired and 

depressed; and his young son, soon becoming 

conscious that his own merry chatter was not so 

well appreciated as it sometimes was, gradually 

subsided into the attitude of a listener. 

He heard his sister telling how much better 

Miss Manly seemed than she had done six 

months before, when she first made her acquaint- 

ance; and, as she continued to speak of her, he 

gradually learnt the story of her sorrows, and 

began secretly to feel somewhat ashamed of the 

way in which he had spoken of her. If he had
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only suffered half as much, it seemed to him that 

he must have felt his lot a very hard one, and 

been envious of every one who was happy; but 

now he could not help remembering how very 

kindly she had spoken to him, and how very par- 

ticularly she had inquired about their games 

when they came in from the garden. Then he 

recollected that Willy had told him once on a time, 

before any of these troubles began, that his cousin, 

Kitty Manly, was proud and cross; and he could 

not make it out at all, and went to bed, thinking 

harder than he generally thought about anything 

of Miss Manly and his text, which seemed, as 

he fell asleep, to be written in large letters all over 

her.
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A TALK IN THE STUDY. 

el here you: are. That's right, Susy,” 

2 exclaimed Frank, as Miss Leslie entered 

the study next evening, and found her father and 

brother watching the rapid changes of the red, 

gold, and purple glories of the sky over the 

   

western cliffs. 

And Mr Leslie added— 

“So, atter all, I tnderstand that 1 am to be 

called upon to help you out of this difficulty also. 

How is it that you and Frank did not make it 

out together?”
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“We only got half way through, papa,” inter- 

posed Frank. “Susy did help me a great deal ; 

but we had to stop talking before we had 

finished.” 

“ And you are still at a loss about your great 

puzzle—why people who are made to mourn first, 

and then comforted, are better off than those who 

never mourn at all?” rejoined his father. ‘ Well, 

Frankie, I ought to be able to tell you something 

about this; but it is a lesson not learned in a 

day, my boy. What are you looking for, Susy?” 

“This text, papa,” she said, pointing to Heb. 

xii. 11, and reading, “‘ Now no chastening for 

the present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous ; 

nevertheless, afterward it yieldeth the peaceable 

fruits of righteousness unto them which are exer- 

cised thereby. That has something to do with 

it, hasn’t it?” 

“Ves, a good deal, my dear; and in time God’s
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people all come to say, as we have it in the 119th 

Psalm, ‘It is good for me that I have been 

afflicted,’ but” 

“Oh! yes, papa,” interrupted Frank ; “I know 

  

that trouble is meant to make us better; and, by 

what Willy says, I suppose it Zas made Miss 

Manly better; but then, what I don’t see is, how 

it makes any one happier.” 

“ Ah! exactly; you don’t see that to be better 

and to be happier are, in fact, the same thing. I 

hope you will though, some day; but let us leave 

that point and follow our old plan of taking 

a Bible story, which may throw light on the 

matter.” 

“Yes, do,” said Frank. “ Stories always make 

things easier to understand ; they made the ‘ poor 

in spirit’ much easier to me.” 

“T’m glad of it. Well, my story to-day is 

about a short time of intense sorrow to some
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people, but to others one of great exultation and 

rejoicing.” 

Frank looked puzzled, and turned to his sister, 

as if to inquire whether she had any notion when 

that time could have been. 

But his papa went on— 

“T am not going to set you guessing this story ; 

for I shall tell you at once what I am thinking 

Sip It. is the time. after the ond: Jesus Christ 

had really yielded up His spirit and died on the 

cross, and when the hopes of those who loved 

Him seemed to die also. We think of this now in 

connexion with His resurrection, and thank God 

for both, on our own account. But it was not so 

with the poor disciples who had been His friends 

and companions during His ministry on earth ; for 

they did not understand that He would rise 

again, so their faith was quite shaken, and they 

were most miserable.”
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“But why didv’t they understand?” cried 

Frank. ‘I never can make out that, because 

Jesus had told them plainly enough.” 

Vest tout whe idea of a dead body coming to 

life again was not an easy one to take in. We 

should not have found it so if we had lived in 

those days, because the wonderful doctrine of the 

resurrection of the body was not. fully believed 

until Christ himself had risen again. Jesus and 

the Resurrection were what the apostles after- 

wards preached everywhere; but it was thrqugh 

this dark experience that they were learning the 

lessons which they soon afterwards taught to 

others. At this time they were in a state of 

doubt.” 

“ But, if they did not understand, they might 

have believed,” objected Frank; “and yet it 

seems as if they had never taken any notice of 

what Jesus had said.”
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“JT imagine that they had never taken His 

words literally, but thought He was speaking in 

some figurative way,” replied Mr Leslie. 

“Only, they had seen Lazarus rise; so why 

should they?” persisted Frank. 

“When people are in great sorrow, their 

understandings and faith too sometimes seem — 

to fail them for a time; and it appears to me, 

as I just said, my boy, that the faith of all these 

disciples had given way during that Friday and 

Saturday, since not one seemed prepared for 

what, really happened. But I was going to talk 

to you about those two that went on the first 

day of the week to the village of Emmaus, 

which was about seven miles and a half from 

Jerusalem.” 

“T know; and I always like that chapter so 

much,” said Frank, in a tone of satisfaction. ‘I 

wonder what their names were ?” 
E
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“Why, one was Cleopas; don’t you remem- 

ber?” said his sister. 

“ Ah! soit was; but the other?” replied Frank. 

“We are not told; and it does not matter. 

Now, let us think of their conversation,” Mr 

Leslie said. ‘‘ They were walking and talking 

together, after some who had been at the sepul- 

chre had reported that the body was not there, 

but that they had seen a vision of angels; yet 

they were sad,—so sad that when One whom 

they did not recognise joined them, and asked 

what they were talking about, and why they were 

sad, they were not offended.” 

‘Why should they have been offended, papa? ” 

said Frank, looking astonished. 

‘‘How would you feel, Frank, if, when you 

and your sister were taking a walk, some one 

came up and asked what you were talking 

about ?”
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“T never thought of that,” replied the boy ; “ but 

then, of course, Jesus could ask any question.” 

“Ves, certainly; only you see they did not 

recognise Him at all, and asked whether He 

were a stranger, that He did not know what 

things had taken place in Jerusalem.” 

“Ah! I remember, papa; and Jesus did not 

answer. He only said, ‘What things ?’” 

“So, you see, they were so full of their sadness 

that they thought every one must be sad too, 

and must know what they were talking about,” 

his papa continued; “and yet they knew of 

this vision of angels; and notwithstanding they 

said, ‘ But we trusted that it had been He which 

should have redeemed Israel, which seems to me 

as much as to say, ‘Now we don’t know what 

to believe.’ ” 

“And then Jesus explained the prophecies 

about Himself to them,” added Frank, eagerly.
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“Ves; and showed them that unless He had 

suffered all these things, He could not have 

been the One whom they had taken Him to be. 

You remember the rest, my boy; and how the 

Lord made Himself known in breaking of 

bread?” 

“Oh! yes,” said Frank, rubbing his hands ; 

“and then how glad they were: I don’t wonder 

that they rushed back to Jerusalem, instead of 

staying at Emmaus that night. But the others 

knew before they told them; because, you know, 

so soon as they got into the room, they all cried 

out, ‘ The Lord is risen indeed, and hath appeared 

unto Simon.’ Don’t you think, papa, that they 

all spoke at once?” 

“Very likely,” answered his father ; “for those 

who had mourned were comforted now, you see, 

and most probably thought all the sorrow they 

had passed through as nothing compared with
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that great joy. But what about those wicked 

men who had been rejoicing because they thought 

they had got rid of Jesus? How do you suppose 

they felt ?” 

“Oh! horribly frightened, I should say,” an- 

swered. Frank; “but does the Bible tell us 

anything about them? I forget.” 

“Yes. St Matthew says that when the priests 

and elders heard that He was risen, they bribed 

the soldiers to say that the body had been stolen. 

It does not seem that they doubted the real fact. 

Therefore see what a daring hatred to Him 

theirs was! One would have supposed that 

such a discovery would have caused them to 

see the tremendous sin they had committed, 

and that these men would have so feared the 

wrath of God that they would have cared nothing 

about what the people thought; but no, they 

still refused to look on Him whom they had
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pierced and wounded. They hardened their 

hearts still more; and as soon as the apostles 

began to preach the resurrection, they persecuted 

them for doing so.” 

(oTecceu cai) Mrank.), “They were just the 

ones who ought to have been sad, and yet they 

were not.” 

“And their want of sadness showed a wrong 

state of mind; it showed the hardness of 

their hearts,” returned his father. “The sorrow 

of the disciples proved their love for their Lord ; 

and therefore it was turned into joy; but some 

day His enemies must weep. Now, cannot you 

think of some other people who ought to have 

wept and mourned, but persisted in rejoicing in- 

stead ? You needn’t keep to any particular time.” 

“TJ thought you would ask me that, papa; and 

won't King Belshazzar do?” answered Frank, 

eagerly.
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“Tell me why you think so,” said his papa; 

and Frank took his sister's Bible, and turned 

quickly to the fifth chapter of Daniel, saying— 

“Vou told me once that that feast of his was 

a very wicked sort of thing, and that most likely 

a good many of his thousand lords were tipsy ; 

and, besides, they were drinking out of the 

sacred vessels from the Temple,—those that 

were used in the service of the true God, and 

drinking to the honour of their wooden and 

stone gods too, which were no gods at all, you 

know. What business had they to do that?” 

“Don’t you think, then, that they considered 

their own gods as sacred, Frank?” asked his 

Sister. 

“Why, Susy!” he answered, warmly, “how 

could they? Why, if they hadn’t known in any 

other way, there was Daniel and lots of other 

Jews to tell them; and Nebuchadnezzar knew
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plenty about Daniel, and found out from him 

that the Jews’ God was the true one. Belshazzar 

must have heard what happened to his own 

father.” 

“Tf you look in the margin of your Bible, you 

will see that the word might be translated ‘grand- 

father,’ which agrees better with the history,” re- 

marked Mr Leslie. ‘ Still, I agree with you that 

he must have heard something of those circum- 

stances, and might have known more if he had 

taken the trouble to ask; but, you see, thought- 

less men, like Belshazzar, do not trouble them- 

selves about anything but their own pleasure. 

They go on doing just as they like, day after day, 

but generally intending to become more serious 

in old age. However, you have not told me why 

you think Belshazzar ought to have been mourn- 

ing instead of making himself merry.” 

“Because he was so awfully wicked, papa.
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Why, I should think he ought to have been 

clothing himself in sackcloth, and repenting, like 

the King of Nineveh, instead of feasting and 

getting drunk.” 

“You think that his rejoicing was of a wrong 

sort, and sout of place, — Welle think so too, 

and, indeed, the fact of that Hand appearing and 

writing those words on the wall is enough to 

show us in what a blasphemous and wicked way 

the kingdom was being ruled. God told him 

that he had been weighed in the balances, and 

found wanting. That judgment will be pro- 

nounced on many by and by; but such sentences 

do not go forth in this present state, unless there 

has been outrageous wickedness.” 

“He never rejoiced again, at any rate,” said 

Frank; ‘for you know, that very same night 

he was killed and the city taken. Why, the 

army that took it must have been close by
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all the while; and yet Belshazzar went on quietly 

with his feasting, just as if there was nothing the 

matter! Only fancy!” 

‘““Tt was the same with the sinners before the 

flood, and with the inhabitants of Sodom and 

Gomorrah, and, I am afraid, is so also with a 

great many other sinners, Frank; because multi- 

tudes put off repentance until it is too late. But 

now, tell me whether you understand your verse 

any better ?” 

“Yes, papa, I think I do—at least I see, for 

one thing, that we all ought to mourn for our 

sins; and—besides that, there are plenty of 

times when the people that mourn are in the 

right, and those who don’t are in the wrong ; 

and—then troubles are good for us, I suppose.” 

‘We are in a wicked world, you see, Frank,” 

rejoined his papa,—‘‘in a world at enmity 

with God; so, if we have gone to Christ for
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pardon, and are no longer at enmity with Him, 

there must be plenty around us to cause us 

sorrow. Besides which, as you say, troubles are 

good for us; but that is because, in our present 

state, we are so unfit to be companions for the 

angels in the world tocome. When God’s people 

are made perfect through the discipline of suf- 

fering, all tears shall be wiped from their eyes.” 

“But, papa,” said Miss Leslie, “you do not 

mean Frank to think that true religion is a 

doleful thing, after all; do you?” 

‘No, certainly ; and I hope, from the examples 

we have taken, he would understand that. The 

priests and elders of the Jews, who persecuted 

Jesus and many of the disciples to the death, 

were not happy men, amidst all their exultation ; 

were they, my boy?” 

“No, papa; I should not have liked to be one 

of them.”
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‘Then, would you have liked to be one of the 

drunken lords at Belshazzar’s feast?” 

“No; that I shouldn't.” 

‘‘Or one of the sinners who rejected the preach- 

ing of Noah, or the remonstrances of righteous 

Job?” 

‘‘No, papa; I would much rather have been 

one of those two who went to Emmaus. Only 

think, to have walked and talked with Jesus all 

that way!” 

“Ah! Frank, you may yet walk with Him in 

the streets of the New Jerusalem, and hear His 

voice and see His blessed face; but remember, if 

this is to be your happy lot, it must be reached 

through the old, narrow path of pilgrims, and not 

by travelling with the giddy throng who crowd 

the broad, and as ¢#ey think, the pleasant way.”



CHAPTER V1. 

A RUFFLED TEMPER. 

    

WeapOW hot you look, Frankie,” said Miss 

Mell Leslie in a tone of dismay, as her young 

brother came into the study, and, sitting down by 

the window, began to turn over the pages of his 

Bible in rather a hasty manner, as if he did not 

feel quite prepared for the lesson which his papa 

had promised that evening. 

‘“Do I?” answered the boy, rather gloomily. 

“Well, I’ve had a long walk, and the sun was 

baking hot this afternoon. Besides, I was late, 

and had to run a good part of the way.”
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“ But you know, Frank, that Dr Wolfe parti- 

cularly said that you were not to overheat your- 

self in this way,” remonstrated his sister. 
d 

“T can’t help what the doctors say,’ returned 

her brother, impatiently. ‘One must get hot, I 

suppose, when one has to run, and especially when 

one gets insulted into the bargain.” 

“JT was afraid you had been quarrelling,”’ 

returned his sister, gravely ; ‘‘ but, my dear boy, 

why will you allow yourself to be so easily 

offended ?” 

“T should think any gentleman’s son would be 

offended.»when a low fellow like Dick Benson 

takes upon him to give him lessons,” answered 

the boy, haughtily ; ‘‘ as if I didn’t know the mean- 

ing of the Bible a great deal better than he does!” 

‘Dick Benson is a very good man; and he is 

a great deal older than you are, Frank,” she 

answered, quietly.
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‘“T know that; but he can’t even read! so what 

business has he to set up to teach?” 

‘What did he try to teach you, dear?” 

‘“T’m sure I don’t know; he made all sorts of 

impertinent remarks about what gentlemen should 

do, and what they shouldn't; and, though I felt 

in a towering rage, I never said a word. So you 

needn't say that I easily get offended, Susan. 

But at last he got asking what I was doing in 

the Bible way, and, when I told him, he said with 

such an air, ‘Oh! it’s the Beatitudes you’re 

upon ; is it, young master?’ that I couldn’t help 

telling him that he thought himself wiser than he 

was, for it was no such thing, but ‘ the Sermon on 

the Mount’ that I was learning; and that, as to 

the long word which he thought so grand, I 

believed that nobody ever heard of it except him- 

self: 

“Oh! Frank,” exclaimed his sister, ‘‘ how could
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you say so? Why, of course, Dick was quite 

right!” 

Here they were interrupted by the entrance of 

their father, to whom, in his usual impetuous 

way, Frank instantly appealed, and was considet- 

ably mortified to have his sister’s verdict con- 

firmed. 

But Mr Leslie did not attempt either to explain 

the word, or to discuss Dick Benson’s conduct. 

He was quite silent for a few minutes, and then 

gravely saying that he did not think that a good 

time to talk over the verse which came in course, 

left the room again. 

“T’m glad it’s put off,” said the boy, with a 

sigh, which was meant to be expressive of relief; 

“for I’ve had no time to think about it, and 

_ didn’t even know which verse it was.” 

Miss Leslie made no answer, knowing very 

well that her young brother in reality understood
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his papa’s manner, and feeling for herself that the 

evening was spoilt. 

She got out her work ; and Frank seemed to be 

studying his verse, turning to references, and so 

on; but not a word was spoken by either of them 

for perhaps half an hour. 

At the end of that time, the fiery boy had 

become considerably cooler; and murmurs of, 

“The meek! the meek!—I wish good people 

need not be so very tame and quiet,” began to 

be distinctly audible even at the other end of the 

room. ; 

Still the sister waited, knowing by experience 

that it answered best, when Frank’s temper had 

been ruffled, to let him reopen the vexed question 

himself, as he was sure to do in a little time. 

Nor was it long before he did so now, saying— 

‘Susy, don’t you wish that we could be good 

without being so very tame?” 
F
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“T didn’t know it was at all necessary,” replied 

his sister. ‘‘ What good people are you thinking 

of 

“Oh! none in particular; only, you see, this 

verse says we ought to be meek—“ Blessed are 

the meek ;”—and I never liked meek people in 

my life.” | 

“What meek people have you known?” his 

sister said. 

“What meek people? Oh! lots. I can't 

think of any one in particular just now; but I 

only know, they are never to my taste.” 

“Isn't it likely that you are making a mistake 

again, and thinking of people who are quite 

unlike those that are intended in this verse, just 

as you did about the ‘poor in spirit, my boy? I 

think you are, for two reasons.” 

“And, pray, what are they?” asked Frank, 

somewhat curiously.
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“In the first place, I believe, if I remember 

right, you do admire some of those very Bible 

characters whom I should pick out as models of 

meekness; and in the next, you say you have 

known lots of meek people; while it seems to me 

that they are not so very common.” 

‘What Bible people do you call meek?” asked 

Frank, opening his eyes wide. “I can’t think of 

any.” 

“Then you certainly do not know how to look 

for them, my dear; and I advise you to hunt 

some out before papa asks again, which I daresay 

he will do to-morrow,” returned Miss Leslie, as 

she rose and began to put away her work. 

“Where are you going, Susy? Can't you stay 

and help me?” cried Frank, on seeing this. 

“No, I can’t,” she said; “for I have just re- 

membered that I ought to have been to see 

poor Mrs Welsh this afternoon; and as I
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haven't, I must go now, because she is so very 

ill.” 

So the boy was left to his own meditations ; 

and he spent about three quarters of an hour in 

turning over his Bible, in order to find out what 

his sister meant, and, in so doing, came upon 

more than one passage which staggered him a 

good deal as to the justness of his old ideas.



CHAPTER Vil. 

A CHANGE OF OPINION. 

    

WHEN they were all sitting together next 

BES} evening, ready for a pleasant chat, it was 

Frank's first impulse to ask for an explanation 

of that long name by which Dick Benson 

had called the verses which he was studying. 

The boy’s curiosity was not unfrequently strong 

enough to overcome his pride, but on this 

occasion it did not quite conquer; for he at 

last decided to wait, in the hope that his papa 

would do what he wanted of his own accord. He 

was somewhat surprised that he did not begin 

by calling him to account for his ruffled temper
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on the previous evening; for Mr Leslie made no 

allusion to that subject, but started the conver- 

sation. by asking what sort of notion Frank had 

of the character spoken of in his text. 

“J hardly know,” said the boy ingenuously ; 

‘only I think, from what I can find out, that | 

have had a wrong one.” 

“And what makes you think so?” asked his 

father. 

“Why, I thought I didn’t like meek people ; 

but then I found this text, ‘Take My yoke upon 

you and learn of Me; for I am meek and lowly 

of heart, and ye shall find rest unto your souls.’ 

That was Jesus speaking of Himself ;—wasn’t it, 

papa?—and so, I suppose, it must mean something 

very good and beautiful. I never thought of His 

being meek when I said I didn’t like meek people.” 

‘What sort of people have you been thinking 

of, I wonder?” said his sister.
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“Oh! don’t you know Mrs Mills?” returned 

Frank. ‘I thought she was one, because I have 

heard her admired for being such a sweet, gentle 

person; and I know she always puts me out of 

patience. Why, her children do just as they like ; 

and if they turn the house out of doors, or say 

the most impertinent things to her, she only 

sighs, and says that their spirits are quite too 

much for her. Why doesn’t she make them 

behave themselves ?” 

“But that is not true meekness, Frank,” said 

Mr Leslie. ‘It isjust want of energy and of self- 

respect. The Lord Jesus never acted so. He 

always rebuked sin, and sometimes very severely. 

Only in cases where the sin had been repented 

of, He was tender and gentle. There is another 

place in which He is called meek, and that is in 

Matt. xxi. 5, in the account of His entry into 

Jerusalem on a young ass. There it says, ‘ All
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this was done, that it might be fulfilled which 

was spoken by the prophet, saying, Tell ye the 

daughter of Sion, Behold, thy King cometh unto 

thee, meek, and sitting upon an ass, and a colt 

the foal of an ass.’ That prophecy is taken from 

Zechariah, the ninth chapter and ninth verse, 

only the word is lowly there ; and you remember 

that Jesus did not enter Jerusalem with pomp 

and state, as kings often do. Hecame in a quiet, 

peaceful manner, and seated on an animal then 

often used by princes in times of peace. You 

must not think that it was in a way unworthy of 

a king; for it was not. Asses were not despised 

in those days as they are now; and horses were 

seldom used except in war. Still, it was ina way 

more likely to inspire confidence and love than 

awe or terror. It was a way likely to draw people 

to Him, and not to drive them from Him, just 

as in the verses that you found (Matt. xi. 28-30),
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He says, ‘Come unto Me, and ‘Take My yoke 

upon you, for I am meek and lowly in heart.’ 

Jesus was patient under His own sufferings ; and 

He is patient with all who go to Him, and very 

unlike the haughty, overbearing rulers and teachers 

among the Jews, who so often opposed and in- 

sulted Him. His meekness, like everything else 

about Him, was perfect. But now let us see if 

we can think of any good people who were at all 

like Him in this respect.” 

“Can you?” said Frank to his sister. 

‘ «J have thought of Moses,” she said, and turn- 

ing to’ Numy'xit°3) shetead, -* “Now the man 

Moses was very meek, above all the men which 

were upon the face of the earth.’” 

“Very good,” said Mr Leslie, “and now, Frank, 

tell us how you think he showed his meckness.” 

‘‘T suppose it was by not flying into a passion 

and trying to revenge himself; wasn’t it, papa?
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This was when Aaron and Miriam had been 

worrying him; and I think, somehow or other, 

Moses was always being worried. I am sure 

those children of Israel were enough to drive any 

one mad.” 

“And Moses was long-suffering and patient 

with them, and very seldom gave way to fits of 

indignation,” rejoined his father. ‘ Would you, 

then, think of Moses as a man without any energy 

or decision of character ?” 

“Oh, no!” cried the boy. ‘I like Moses. He 

always was one of my favourites; but then, you 

know, papa, he did not let the people have their own 

way. He always made them do what was proper.” 

“So you see the two things may go together, 

my boy. But cannot you think of any one by 

yourself?” | 

“TI will try, papa;” and Frank did think for 

a good while, until at last he cried out—
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“Job, papa—Job, to be sure! Why, it says 

somewhere, ‘Ye have heard of the patience of 

Job.’” 

“That is in St James, the fifth chapter and the 

eleventh verse,” said his sister; ‘‘ and it tells us at 

the end of the first chapter of Job how meek and 

patient he was.” 

‘‘So it does; and that was after he had lost—how 

much?” cried Frank, looking down the chapter. 

‘“‘Let’s see. He was a rich man, to begin with ; 

for he had seven thousand sheep, three thousand 

camels, five hundred yoke of oxen, five hundred 

she-asses, and a very great household! Papa, 

what an enormous quantity of animals, to be 

sure! Why, he szust have been rich. But it 

says, ‘He was the greatest of all the men of the 

East ;’ doesn’t it? And then he lost, first, the 

oxen and asses, then the sheep, then the camels, 

and nearly all the servants, with the beasts; and
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then, at last, a house fell down and killed all his 

children! I wonder if anybody ever had such 

dreadful troubles. He was patient and meek, 

not to complain at all, but only to say, ‘ The Lord 

gave, and the Lord hath taken away ; blessed be 

the name of the Lord.’ Why, some of our people 

make such a fuss if they lose a cow or a sheep, 

that you would think they were very badly treated. 

And don’t you remember, when Ben Walters lost 

his little boy, what dreadful things he said, and 

how he made out that God was very cruel to 

him ?” 

‘And what about a certain little boy, Frank, 

who was dreadfully injured,and completely put out 

of temper, by a liberty taken with him by one of his 

father’s most faithful and attached servants, Dick 

Benson by name? How came you to forget that 

acquaintance in your list of impatient people?” 

“Oh, papa!” said Frank, turning quite crimson,
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and his eyes filling with very unwelcome tears ; 

“T thought you had forgotten that.” 

“Well, it is not a pleasant circumstance to re- 

member,” answered his father, kindly; ‘‘ so if you 

will not remind me of it, I will try todo so. And 

now let us go on with Job’s history. Was what 

you have told me the whole of his troubles?” 

Oh, no!” said Frank, at length, when he had, 

after various attempts, succeeded in gulping down 

his feelings. ‘After that, you know, he had that 

dreadful disease of boils all over him; and then, 

when he was in all that pain, his wife tried to 

make him curse God. But he wouldn't. He 

only said, ‘ What! shall we receive good at the 

hand of God, and shall we not receive evil>’ 

Papa, I don’t wonder at his refusing to curse God ; 

but I do wonder that he didn’t get into a passion 

with his wife ; because I know boils make you feel 

so cross ; at least mine did.”
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‘“‘ But were these boils his last trouble, Frank ? ” 

‘No; I think those three friends of his, who 

pretended to come and comfort him, and then 

would have it that he must have been a very 

wicked man and a hypocrite, while he seemed so 

good, must have been worse than all. Don’t you 

think their hearts must have been made of stone, 

or else they never could have gone on taunting 

him, when, as it says, ‘they saw that his grief 

was very great ’?” 

“Tt is not much to be wondered at that he 

called them miserable comforters, at any rate,” 

answered his father. ‘ But you should notice, 

that though Job’s patience was so remarkable that 

we need not marvel at its having passed into a pro- 

verb, yet it was not like our Lord’s—perfect. In the 

depth of his sorrowhe had begun tosay bitter things, 

and to wish that he had never been born, before they 

spoke at all; and then they, who had never known
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grief like his, would not make allowance for him, 

and began to scold, instead of trying to pacify.” 

“TI think the most touching part of the whole 

story,” observed Susy, “is in the nineteenth 

chapter, where poor Job speaks of the way in 

which those nearest and dearest to him had 

behaved towards him, and ends by crying out, 

‘Have pity upon me, O ye my friends; for the 

hand of God hath touched me.’” 

“They wouldn't, though,” cried Frank. “ They 

said more unkind things after that; but at last 

God told them they were wrong; and they had to 

go and get Job to pray for them. I am glad of 

that, for I think it was very much like having to 

beg his pardon ; and that served them right. Job 

does not seem to have been very angry with them, 

after all their unkind speeches ; but what does it 

mean by saying that God turned Job's captivity 

when he prayed for his friends, papa?”
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“T understand it to mean that happiness came 

back-into his soul, while he was forgetting him- 

self and praying for others, as often happens,” 

replied Mr Leslie. ‘He seemed to get peace 

first, and then a fresh stock of earthly joys ; for 

his other friends and relations came round him 

again, bemoaning him and bringing him presents, 

and in time he had twice as much as he had before 

in beasts and wealth, and just the same number 

of children ; for the Lord blessed the latter end 

of Job more than the beginning; and he lived 

still an hundred and forty years, and saw four 

generations of his descendants. So you see the 

promise was fulfilled to him: ‘ Blessed are the 

meek ; for they shall inherit the earth. 1 don't 

think we can always see it so plainly in this life ; 

but in the new heavens and new earth, it will be 

seen that God always keeps His word.”



CHAPTER VIII. 

FRANK’S STORY. 

JAPA,” said Frank, one day, as they were 

   ies@) walking together over the cliffs up to 

the Hill Farm, “I met Dick Benson again the 

other day, and then I asked him if he could tell 

me why all those verses that begin with ‘blessed’ 

are called the beatitudes; but he couldn't; only, 

he said he should like to know; and so I told him 

that I would ask you.” 

A look of pleasure came over Mr Leslie’s face 

as he replied— 

“What! have you been making up your quar- 

rel with him, then, my boy?” 
G
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“Yes, papa; it came into my head, one day, 

that if Job’s friends had to beg his pardon, 

perhaps I ought to do the same by Dick; and he 

was very good-natured about it, and said that no 

doubt you taught me lots of things which he hadn't 

had the chance of learning; though in all his life 

he doubted but he might have picked up scraps 

that hadn’t come in my way; and he thought it 

would be ‘a wery good thing’ for us two to go on 

the give-and-take plan.” 

‘“‘So do I,” replied his father; ‘and my notion 

is, that you will have to take a good deal more 

than you give, Franky. However, you may tell 

him that the word he taught you comes from a 

Latin one, which means happiness or blessedness.” 

rer etell dam, /\saidi rank: 74 and | there ’s 

another thing he wanted me to ask you about. 

You know we didn’t find out any one who was, as 

Dick calls it, ‘the exact contrary’ of Moses and
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Job. Who do you think would do? He says 

he doesn’t believe we could find a better than 

Haman.” 

“And by a better I suppose Dick means a 

worse man,’ remarked Mr Leslie. ‘No; I do 

not think we could find a character that contrasts 

more strongly with either of those holy men. 

Do you remember his history, Frank?” 

“T was looking over it this morning, papa. 

It was after King Ahasuerus had married Queen 

Esther that Haman got into his favour, and was 

set on a higher seat than any of the other princes, 

you know; and then all the king’s servants 

bowed down to him except Mordecai, the Jew; 

and he wouldn't, because he knew he was a bad 

man, I suppose. So he got into such a rage that 

‘he thought scorn’ only to kill Mordecai him- 

self, and made up his mind to get all the nation 

of the Jews destroyed! I should think that
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Haman was the greatest wretch that ever lived ; 

wasn’t he? Only imagine, wanting to kill 

hundreds and thousands of people—babies and 

all—because one man wouldn’t bow down to you! 

And what a king he must have been, to give leave 

only because the Jews’ laws were different from 

his!” 

‘Eastern kings used to think as little of the 

lives of their subjects as they did of those of cats 

and dogs, often not so much,” said his father. 

“They could have their own way about every- 

thing; and see what this brings a man to, my 

boy. You ought to be very thankful that you 

cannot do just as you like; for you don’t know 

what your evil heart would bring you to if it 

were left to its own devices; but go on, and tell 

me the rest of Haman’s story.” 

“ Mordecai heard what he was going to do, and 

he sent to his niece to tell her to speak to the king
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for her people. And then she said she might be 

killed if she went to the king without being 

called. But he answered that she must not think 

to escape only because she was queen, and that 

perhaps she had been brought to the throne just 

for this. So Queen Esther said she would go; 

only she wanted all the Jews in Shushan to fast 

for her three days first. And they did; and she 

fasted too, and then went dressed in her royal 

robes on the third day. Oh! mustn’t she have 

been frightened, papa! But the king held 

out his golden sceptre; and so she knew it was 

all right!” 

“All right, so far,” interposed his father. 

‘‘She couldn’t know yet whether he would grant 

her petition.” 

‘No; and she had to stay in a fright about 

that a little longer. I suppose she had to get 

into his good graces first. So she asked him and
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Haman to come toa feast. How fond those kings 

were of eating and drinking, papa! They seemed 

to like nothing better ; but she didn’t ask for what 

she wanted that day. I wonder if that was 

because she couldn’t get up her courage! At any 

rate, she asked them to come again next day ; and 

Haman went home in great glee, because he 

thought he was such a favourite with both the 

king and the queen ; only he got in a rage again 

on his way home, because Mordecai wouldn’t 

move for him; and so his wife advised him to 

have a great high gallows made and get him 

hanged on it. What a set they were! But was 

not it wonderful how God saved Mordecai by 

making the king keep awake that night, and want 

that book to be read which told how Mordecai had 

saved his life by telling about the two men who 

were going to murder him. And then, that 

Haman should come at that very time to speak to
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the king to have him hanged, and be ordered 

instead to dress him in the royal robes, and put 

the king’s crown on his head, and set him on the 

king’s own particular horse, and take him through 

the city crying out, ‘ Thus shall it be done to the 

man whom the king delighteth to honour!’ What 

a rage he must have been in ; and when he thought 

he was going to get it done to himself, too! And 

afterwards, you know, he went to the feast, and 

Esther told about his wickedness ; and he got 

hanged on the very gallows that he had made for 

Mordecai ; but all the poor Jews escaped. Haman 

came to a different sort of end from Job’s; didn’t 

he, papa?” 

“Yes; his pride had a very signal fall, as it 

alwayswill have in the end, though we do not always 

see itnow. I hope you will never forget this lesson, 

my dear boy ; and that, whenever you are tempted | 

to think it grand and manly to fire up and take
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offence because somebody has not been as respect- 

ful as you think he ought to be towards Master 

Frank Leslie, you will look back at Haman, and see 

how very odious proud people really are. There is 

a verse in the 16th chapter of Proverbs which fits 

in exactly with what we have been talking of: 

‘Pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty 

Spirit before a fall.’” 

“Oh! I know that, papa,” cried Frank, “ for I 

learnt it once, and the next one too: ‘ Better it is 

to be of an humble spirit with the lowly, than to 

divide the spoil with the proud.’ That will do for 

Job, and the other for Haman.” 

“And what will you have for yourself, Frank ?” 

“T think I had better take them both; but, 

papa, there goes Dick Benson! May I run on 

and tell him what we have been talking about ?” 

“Certainly,” said his papa; and off set Frank 

as fast as his legs would carry him.



CHAPTER, TX: 

LONGERS. 

HERE goes Dick Benson again, I de- 

   peti) clare!” cried Frank, springing up from 

the beach on which he had only just settled 

himself beside his father and sister. “Oh! papa, 

would you mind my calling him, because he 

would so like hearing our talk? and he’d be sure 

to think of something that we didn’t, too.” 

‘Not to-day, my boy,” replied Mr Leslie, who 

was accustomed to these rapid changes of feeling 

in his little son. ‘‘I prefer to keep these lessons 

quite to ourselves ; otherwise I would have invited 

your friend Willy to join us.” 

“Oh! Willy does not care about such things,”
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returned Frank, hastily; ‘at least I don't think 

he does ; but Dick always likes to hear everything 

that you tell me, or that Susy tells me, or that. 

find out for myself.” 

‘“Then I’m sure I hope you will tell him every- 

thing that you like to repeat,” returned his father, 

without commenting on the “always,” which he 

knew could not at most include more than two 

conversations. “There is nothing like repeating 

a thing to another when we wish to impress it on 

our own memories,” he added; ‘‘and now, what 

have you got for me to-day ?” 

_ “It’s averse that I think I understand a@ “tt/e,” 

said Frank, “only I can’t explain it. ‘ Blessed 

are they which do hunger and thirst after right- 

eousness ; for they shall be filled.’ Have you got 

a story ready, papa?” 

“Ves; I have thought of one for that, or rather 

your sister thought of it for me; and this is it—
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“There was a certain country, governed at one 

particular time by a queen ; and this queen had set 

one man in charge of her riches and treasures, 

and made him very great. He was, as I suppose, 

unlike the other men about her, for they were 

probably heathens, while he seems to have wor- 

shipped the one true God. Some people have 

supposed that he was a Jew who had entered her 

service; but it seems more likely that at some 

time in his life he had been amongst Jews, and 

become a convert to their religion. People of 

this kind were called proselytes; and they went 

up, just as Jews by birth did, to Jerusalem to keep 

the three great feasts. 

‘“‘ At any rate, this man had been there to wor- 

ship, and was riding back to his own country in 

his carriage. It was rather a long journey, and 

as he went along he was reading to himself. Now, 

in that part of the world people have a curious
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way of reading aloud, even when they have no 

auditors. And so another man, whom this officer 

met, heard him reading to himself, and that so 

loud that he could tell what he was reading, and 

found that it was a part of the prophecy of Isaiah. 

He had himself just been preaching the gospel in 

Samaria, with much success, and no doubt was 

glad to have another opportunity of doing so. 

When he found what this great man was 

reading, he ran up to tha carriage, at God’s com- 

mand, and asked him if he understood his book.” 

“Wasn't that a curious question to ask a 

stranger, papa?” said Frank, eagerly. 

‘Tt would have seemed strange to us; but this 

man did not appear surprised at it. It strikes 

me that he was so anxious to know the meaning 

of what he was reading, that he was ready to 

catch at any hope of getting at it. In fact, his 

heart was prepared for the good news which he
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was now to hear, so that he received it at once, 

though preached by a stranger, believed on the 

Lord Jesus Christ, and asked to be baptized.” 

“Oh!” cried Frank, “I know now who you 

are telling about, papa. It was Philip who 

preached, and the man in the carriage, or chariot 

as it is in the Bible, was the eunuch who had 

charge of Queen Candace’s treasure. She was 

Queen of Ethiopia. Where was that, papa? I 

don’t know.” 

“Tt is supposed to have been the country 

which we now call Abyssinia,” replied Mr Leslie, 

‘and that, you know, is south of Egypt. Most 

likely this was the Greek translation of Isaiah 

that the man was reading.” 

“Greek, papa! why, they didn’t speak Greek 

down there ; did they?” 

“Greek had been a great deal spoken for some 

time in Egypt, because the Egyptians had been
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conquered by Greeks, and had had a line of 

Greek kings. It was at the command of one of 

them that the Old Testament Scriptures had been 

translated into Greek for the use of that large 

body of Jews which had long been settled in 

Egypt. And this is the reason why there is a 

difference of a few words between the passage 

here in Acts and the one from which it is taken 

in Isaiah.” 

‘“T did not notice the difference until just now, 

papa; but the meaning seems the same. I was 

wondering how it was that the eunuch did not 

know who was meant.” 

“Why, Frank,” exclaimed his sister, “ how 

should he? He didn’t know anything about Jesus, 

as far as we know.” 

“But he had just been to Jerusalem; and 

wouldn't he hear about Him there?” objected 

the boy.
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“Vou must remember,” said his father, ‘ that 

the excitement about the crucifixion had, no doubt, 

a little died away by this time. I mean it was 

not the general talk of the people as it had been 

at first; so his hearing of it would depend on 

his meeting with disciples ; and they were fewin _ 

number compared with the population. He may 

have heard some strange story, or nothing at all. 

At any rate, it was not until Philip explained it all 

to him that he saw how Jesus was ‘the Lamb led | 

to the slaughter,’ and cut off for his sins.” 

‘“Was this the same Philip who once said to 

Jesus, ‘ Lord, show us the Father ?’” interrupted 

Frank. ; 

“No; I think not. He seems to have been 

one of the little band of seven good men, chosen to 

help in giving relief to the poor, Stephen was 

one of those, you know; and it was after his 

martyrdom that this Philip began to go about
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preaching and working miracles. ButI want you 

to think more about the eunuch just now, because 

he is my example of hungering and thirsting after 

righteousness. Evidently, he had been acting 

up to what he knew before, and most likely he 

had forsaken the worship of idols for that of the 

true God. I daresay that brought him some perse- 

cution ; but he knew that he ought to go up to the 

feast, and so he went. Still, he was not satisfied. 

He wanted more light ; and having got the Scrip- 

tures, he read them, and was trying hard to under- 

stand them when God sent Philip to him. This 

is what I call hungering and thirsting. It was 

not taking such matters quietly, as if they didn’t 

matter. His soul was longing for light when 

‘Philip began at the same Scripture, and preached 

unto him Jesus.’ ” 

‘Wouldn't you like to have heard that sermon, 
papa?” said Miss Leslie.
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“T think I should. But, at any rate, it was the 

meat and drink provided for the eunuch’s hungry 

and thirsty soul. At once he received the out- 

ward sign which made him a Christian by pro- 

fession, as he knew himself to be in heart ; and 

though his teacher was quickly taken from him, 

yet he went on his way rejoicing. You see he 

had hungered for the right thing; and so he had 

been filled. Don’t you think your friend Dick 

has something of the same feeling ?” 

“Ves; he is always longing to know more about 

God,” Frank answered. 

“ Ah!” said his papa, ‘‘ but Dick did not a/ways 

know that hunger, as he will tell you if you ask 

him. Once he was quite content with himself 

and his condition as an industrious, steady sort of 

man—he didn’t know that he was full of sin and 

rebellion against God, or care to be better than he 

was. For he flattered himself that God was as 
H
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well satisfied with him as he was with himself. 

But after a time his eyes were opened ; and then 

he saw what a black, ungrateful heart he had ; 

then he began to be alarmed, and to wish to be 

better. So he remained for some time, really 

anxious to know God's will, and to become more 

pleasing in His sight. At last, some one preached 

Jesus to him; and then, when he saw how His 

blood can wash away the blackest sins, and His 

righteousness cover the most guilty sinner, his 

heart was filled with joy, and his great want 

seemed to be satisfied ; for he had found just what 

he wanted. Only now, Dick, like every other 

true believer, Aungers to be holier himself, to be 

able to love more, and to do more for the Lord 

his Righteousness ; and this appetite also is being 

satisfied, and shall be so more and more, as he 

goes on his heavenly course.” 

“Papa,” said Frank, “when Willy was joking
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about something the other day, he said that he 

thought we were made to be longers, and that we 

ought always to wear ‘ wishing-caps, for he knew 

that he always wanted something which he had 

not got.” 

“He was right there,” answered his father. 

“Certainly we all hunger for something; but 

remember there is a kind of hunger which tor- 

ments, and is never satisfied. That is very 

different from the appetite of which we have been 

speaking. The prophet says (Isaiah lv. 2): 

‘Wherefore do ye spend your money for that 

which is not bread, and your labour for that which 

satisfieth not? Hearken diligently unto me, and 

eat ye that which is good, and let your soul delight 

itself in fatness.’” 

“ Papa,” cried Frank, “I’ve just thought of a 

man who had a tremendous longing for some- 

thing that he ought not to have wanted. May I
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tell you his story, and see if you can guess his 

name?” 

‘‘To-morrow,” answered his father; ‘it is too 

late now; but I shall be very glad to hear it then, 

and you will have till then to get your history 

into a good form.”



CHAPTER xX. 

UNSATISFIED HUNGERERS. 

Ria LL, Frank, and is your story ready for 

  

AEN me this evening?” said Mr Leslie, as he 

came into their favourite summer sitting-room, his 

study, and, tired out with a long walk, threw him- 

self into his own old-fashioned and most rightly- 

named easy-chair. It was only in the evenings 

that his children had free access to this apart- 

ment ; but there was none in the house that they 

loved so well; perhaps because old associations 

made it especially dear to them.
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“Yes, papa,” said Frank, taking out a folded 

paper from his pocket. ‘Only I have written it 

out, because Susy thought I had better; and if 

you don’t mind, I’ll read it to you, for fear I 

should forget something very particular, and then 

you shouldn’t be able to guess.” 

On I dont mind. .I like people to take 

pains with everything that they undertake; and 

certainly we ought to do so in telling a Bible 

story,” said his father. 

‘“My story is about a king of either the ten 

tribes of Israel or the two, I am not going to say 

which,” the boy began, reading from his paper ; 

‘‘and he had a very clever, wicked wife, who was 

a heathen, and made him a heathen too. He 

reigned twenty-two years, and was worse than any 

king of that country that had come before him. 

And when he had taken to worshipping idols, 

then he wanted to make his people as bad as him-
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self; so he began by building a house and an 

altar for his god. And when he had done that, 

God sent a great prophet to tell him that there 

should be no rain on the earth for a very long 

time. It doesn’t say so; but I suppose that the 

king knew that this was to punish him, and 

that it would bring a famine on the land. 

And I should have thought that when the rain 

stopped, and the famine came, he would have 

been sorry, and turned back to the true God; but 

he didn’t. He seemed very obstinate. And his 

horrible wife persecuted the people who would 

keep to the true religion, and killed all the 

good prophets she could find. This great 

prophet had to run away from her, to save his 

life ; but after a long while, he had to go back and 

tell the king that God was going to send rain. 

And then there was a great gathering of people 

near a high mountain; and when fire came down
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from heaven, and burnt up the sacrifice, after the 

true prophet had prayed—though the false ones 

couldn’t get it to do so—then all the multitude 

_ gave a great shout, and said that their own God 

was the true one, and not the idol which the king 

and queen worshipped. And after that came 

down great torrents of rain; and soon after, God 

fought for Israel, and made this wicked king gain 

some victories—I suppose because the people had 

acknowledged Him again, though they did not 

keep to His worship. But the queen only grew 

more spiteful; and the prophet had to run away 

from her again, to save his life. And now I’m 

coming to the part that made me think of this 

king yesterday. | 

‘‘He had a great palace in his chief town, and 

near the palace there was a sort of garden, where 

vines grew ; only, it did not belong to the king, 

but toanother man. The king thought he should
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like this piece of land very much; so he asked 

the owner to change with him for a better one, or 

for money, whichever he liked best. But the man 

that it belonged to would not, because it was 

against the law to sell an inheritance. That law 

is in Numbers xxxvi. 7. He knew that law. The 

queen, though she was an idolator, and born in 

another country, knew of another of the Jewish — 

laws—one that is written in Leviticus xxiv. 15, 16 

—and she determined to make out that he had 

broken it. So when her husband came into his 

house, heavy and displeased because he could not 

get the ground that he wanted, she told him she 

would give it to him. Then she wrote letters, 

which looked as if he had written them, to the 

men in the city, bidding them tell a great lie, and 

say that this poor man to whom the land belonged 

had blasphemed both God and the king, and get 

witnesses to declare he did it, and then have him
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stoned to death for it, as the law said people 

should be; and they actually served the poor 

fellow in that way; and when he was dead the 

king took his inheritance for himself. There, 

papa,” cried Frank, “now wasn’t that a very 

horrid sort of hungering and thirsting?” 

“Ves,” answered his father, smiling at the 

boy’s eagerness; “but I don’t think you have 

finished the story.” 

‘Oh, then, you have guessed it?” he exclaimed, 

in rather a disappointed tone. 

* bithink' so,’ said! Mr Leslie. “Wasn't he a 

king of Israel?” 

“Ves,” said Frank. 

“And he reigned in Samaria, the city which 

his father, Omri, had built on the hill which he 

had bought; and his name was Ahab, and his 

wife’s Jezebel?” 

“Oh! yes; you are quite right, papa; only I
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didn’t know about the city; and now, of course, 

you know what he longed for.” 

“Well, I conclude it was for the vineyard of 

Naboth the Jezreelite; but one question I must 

ask. The story is very nicely told; did you 

write it all by yourself, my boy?” 

‘““No; Susy helped, papa, or else I should have 

made it a great deal too long; but I thought of 

it myself.” 

“Quite right. I like to know all about such 

_ things, you know; and I am sure that Susy is 

very kind to her little brother. But now for the 

conclusion of the story. Was Ahab filled ?—for 

that was the promise attached to your verse, 

remember.” 

“Ah! but then he didn’t hunger for the right 

thing, papa. He coveted, I think; and Susy showed 

me some verses that did very well for him. They 

are here in Isaiah Ixv. 11-14 :—‘But ye are they
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that forsake the Lord, that forget My holy moun- 

tain, that prepare a table for that troop, and that 

furnish the drink-offering unto that number. 

Therefore will I number you to the sword, and 

ye shall all bow down to the slaughter, because 

when I called ye did not answer; when I spake, 

ye did not hear; but did evil before mine eyes, 

and did choose that wherein I delighted not. 

Therefore, thus saith the Lord God, Behold AZy 

servants shall eat, but ye shall be hungry: behold, 

My servants shall drink, but ye shall be thirsty.” 

“T see you think the last part particularly ap- 

plicable to wicked Ahab. But what makes you 

think he did not enjoy Naboth’s vineyard?” 
asked Mr Leslie. 

“Why, papa!” said Frank, with great energy, 

‘as soon as ever he had got it, Elijah was sent 

to go down and meet him there, and tell him that 

in the very place where dogs had licked Naboth’s
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blood, other dogs should lick his blood up too. 

He couldn’t have cared much for the vineyard 

after that, because he knew that Elijah’s words 

always came true.” 

“And how did these come true?” asked his 

father. 

“He would go out to battle when another 

prophet, Micaiah, told him that he would be killed 

in it; and though he disguised himself, a sort of 

chance arrow hit him, so that he went home and 

died. And the dogs licked up his blood. Papa, 

what savage dogs they must have been! I don’t 

think English dogs would do so.” 

‘*No; but Eastern dogs are wild, savage crea- 

tures, and are not thought of as we think of our 

faithful companions. But, Franky, I have been 

thinking of something more connected with this 

subject of hungering and thirsting. You say 

that Willy does not care for such things as we
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talk about. Perhaps you are mistaken; but, 

supposing you are right, aren’t you sorry for it ? 

and if so, what are you going to do?” 

“T don’t know, papa; I can’t make him like 

what he don’t care for; can 1?” 

“No; but yet I think you ought to see what 

you can do. What do you think of trying to get 

him to listen to these stories, and telling him why 

we have talked over them? If I want to tempt 

you to eat when you are not well, I put food 

before you; don’t I?” 

“Ves; but that doesn’t make me hungry, papa,’ 

answered Frank, quickly, ‘‘and when I am not 

well, I hate the sight of it.” 

His father smiled, and said, ‘‘ Well, and what 

does this teach us?” 

Frank did not know, and after puzzling a long 

time he was obliged to own it. He looked at 

Susy, however, and asked if she could guess. 

’
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“T think so,’ answered his sister. ‘‘ You mean, 

papa—do you not?—that as it is God who gives 

us our bodily health, and our appetite as one proof 

and sign of it, so God alone can create this 

spiritual hungering in us.” 

me Yes; that is it,” replied Ber tather. ¢° We all 

hunger or long for something, as Willy said to 

Frank; but the right kind of hunger is the effect 

of the working of God’s Holy Spirit. And, cer- 

tainly, when any one has no taste for God’s Word, 

he cannot know what this hungering after right- 

eousness means. But don’t deceive yourself, my 

boy. Remember that it is quite possible to like 

Bible stories just as you would other stories. Ask 

God to make you know your own heart, and what 

it really longs for. And mind, if you truly begin 

to hunger as the eunuch did, you will want others 

to do so too; and though we cannot give another 

person the feeling, yet God may take our words
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and give them power which we have not to stir 

the souls of those we love, so that they may run 

to the living waters, and to the wine and milk 

which may be had without money and without 

price.”



CHAP LE 2.1. 

PUL OUN: 

ayO you think that papa will give me a Bible 

  

wea lesson this evening?” Frank asked one 

day as he was starting for a walk with his friend 

Willy, who had been spending a day or two at 

the Hall. 

“Ves; I rather think he will,” replied Susy; 

“at least I know that he intends to spend the 

evening with us, and that he has no particular 

engagement. So try to be back in good time, 

Frankie; and don’t forget to leave the basket at 

Mr Barlow’s on your way.” : 

“Oh, that basket! I quite forgot it,” exclaimed 
I
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the boy. ‘“ What a plague that Mr Barlow is! 

I’m sure I would never have watched him land if 

I had known how he was going to bore me.” 

“ What do you mean, Frank?” asked his sister, 

gravely. ‘I don’t believe that Mr Barlow has 

ever yet asked you to do a thing for him!” 

‘Papa has for him, at any rate,” he returned 

sulkily ; ‘‘ soit comes to the same thing. Besides, 

it is particularly vexing to-day, because I wanted 

to go exactly the other way ; and you know, Susy, 

that Willy’s holidays are nearly over. Wouldn't 

it do if I went to-morrow?” 

“Tf you were ill, and had a bad appetite, and 

some one had packed you some little dainties 

which you could relish, but which would not be 

improved by being kept packed up, how would 

you like that plan?” asked his sister. 

“Well, if I am late, you will know that it’s 

because that stupid fellow kept me, as he always
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does,” returned Frank. ‘“ But come along, Will; 

I suppose it can’t be helped.” 

And the two boys disappeared. 

Mr Leslie came in about two hours afterwards ; 

and in answer to his inquiries, Miss Leslie men- 

tioned her brother’s disappointment, and said 

that if her father had not so expressly desired 

that Frank should take the basket, she should 

have sent a servant with it. Voices were heard 

in the hall at that moment, which prevented any 

further explanation. The study door stood ajar ; 

and those inside soon detected an angry and an 

entreating tone. 

‘Do, sir, if you please, look it over this once, 

and I’ll take better care another time. I shall 

lose my place—that I shall—if you tell the 

master; and then father ll beat me, ’cause he’s 

out o’ work himsel’, and can’t afford a-losing on 

the money.”
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“Well, and it will serve you right if he does,” 

replied the angry voice. ‘“ Why didn’t you take 

care to-day and not leave that gate open? If you 

had, I shouldn’t have lost my chickens ; and it’s 

the very best I had that are killed too, which 

makes it all the more provoking. I shad/ tell 
ze 

papa, you may depend upon it;” and in burst 

Frank, in a state of great indignation. 

Mr Leslie heard his storyin silence, and then said 

—‘ Very well, Frank. The boy is careless; and 

as I told him lately that I should dismiss him the 

next time such complaints came to my ears, you 

may have the satisfaction of telling him that he 

has lost his place.” 

His papa’s face was very grave when he said 

this; and there was something about him which 

caused misgivings in Frank’s mind. So the boy 

looked up to see if he could make his father out ; 

and Susy, with her face full of pity, looked at
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him too; but the expression did not change, and 

Mr Leslie only added quietly— 

“Jim is gone, no doubt, by this time; and 

therefore, as we are ready, you may as well sit 

down at once and take your Bible, reserving the 

delivery of your message until the morning.” 

Frank obeyed; and in a few minutes his fiery 

tone and manner had disappeared, and he was 

looking mortified and perplexed—why, perhaps 

he would have been puzzled to tell; but so it was. 

“J think it might be well to read the whole 

chapter through to-day,” said his papa; and 

Frank read it, as if glad of the respite from 

thought and questioning. 

But when it was done, no one seemed as much 

inclined to talk as usual; and every one was so 

silent, that the subject seemed likely to drop ; 

when at length Mr Leslie said— 

“ Susy, were you ever struck with the connexion
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between the declarations and the promises in 

these verses, and especially in the one we are con- 

sidering to-day—‘ Blessed are the merciful; /or 

they shall obtain mercy’ ?” 

“Ves, papa,” she answered ; ‘“‘and I have been 

puzzled too, sometimes; because it almost reads 

as if we were to obtain mercy by being merciful— 

as'a reward for it, lqmean.” 

‘“Well, we know it can’t mean. that; because 

we are told in so many other places that we never 

can deserve any favour at God’s hand,” said her 

father. ‘I think it is an instance of the very 

strong and forcible way in which our Lord taught. 

He did not think it necessary to be always guard- 

ing Himself against the possibility of being mis- 

understood ; but, perhaps, in order to force people 

to attend and think, He stated things somewhat 

in a way to make us start. If it is the merciful 

who are to expect mercy, surely we ought to see
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to it that we ave merciful. We should look at it 

in that way; and now, Frank, see if you can tell 

me the meaning of the word.” 

“Oh! merciful,” repeated Frank; “I’m sure I 

don’t know what to say; I thought everybody 

knew what that meant. But I don’t know how to 

explain it.” 

“Then I’m afraid that you only half under- 

stood it, at the best,” returned his father; “and 

it is high time that you tried to get clearer ideas on 

the subject. Come, think! We had the word merci- 

ful in one of our very first talks on this passage.” 

“Did we?” said’ teabey- Oh yes ;< L:re- 

member. It was in the publican’s prayer, ‘God 

be merciful to me, a sinner.’ ” 

‘Well, when he said that, what did he mean?” 

pursued Mr Leslie. ‘‘ What was he asking of 

God ?” 

“He wanted Him to forgive him, and not to
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be angry with him, or punish him for his sins,” 

Frank said. 

“And when we say ‘Lord have mercy upon 

us’ in church, we mean ‘have pity or compassion,’ 

don’t we?” 

“Yes, papa.” 

‘“‘ And when we read in the Psalm ‘for His mercy 

endureth for ever,’ what do we understand? What 

words could you put instead of mercy, Frank ?” 

“ Kindness, goodness, compassion,” replied 

‘Frank; “but I don’t think any word does well 

instead of mercy; it seems to mean all those 

things, and a good deal more too.” 

‘Sometimes it includes the idea of forgive- 

ness,” returned his father. ‘‘ And, indeed, when 

we speak of God’s mercy to us, it always does ; 

because, as we have all sinned against Him, we can 

only deserve punishment. But it is not always 

so when we speak of merciful men and women.
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However, try to think of some instances of such 

people spoken of in the Bible, and then you will 

see what I mean.” 

‘Tam to find some merciful people,” repeated 

Frank, and then, after pondering for a few minutes, 

he added, as usual, “ Oh! Susy, help me.” 

“No, no, Frank,” returned his sister. ‘I’m 

sure you can think of some people who were kind 

to other people without my help.” 

“Well, there was the good Samaritan,” said 

the boy, after a minute. “Papa, will he do?” 

“Certainly, Frank. He was very merciful to 

the poor man who had been so ill-used by thieves, 

and did not grudge a little trouble in order to do 

him good. Some people do not mind throwing 

a penny to a beggar, nay,—they even think them- 

selves very good for doing so,—when they would 

not like to give up a pleasure, or even goa dif- 

ferent way for a walk, in order to help a poor
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creature. But this man stopped on his journey, 

and must have hindered himself a good deal by 

all the trouble that he took to serve him.” 

“Then there was Joseph,” exclaimed Frank 

suddenly, as if for some reason or another he was 

delighted to think of another instance. “I am 

sure he was very kind to his brothers, though they 

had treated him so abominably.” | 

‘Ves, said his father: ‘that was'a case in 

which the mercy was the same as God’s mercy to 

us. I mean there was forgiveness mixed with 

the kindness. His brothers deserved evil at his 

hands; and, as governor of Egypt, Joseph might 

easily have brought evil upon them ; but he chose 

to forgive them, and show them kindness. I 

think that is one of the most beautiful instances 

in the Bible; but goon, and find me some more.” 

“T can’t, papa,” said Frank after puzzling for 

some time. ‘‘I can’t think of any more.”
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‘Not of any!” returned his father. “ Well, I 

am surprised at that; for you have only told me 

of men yet. Are there no kind, good women 

mentioned in the Bible?” 

‘“‘T don’t know, papa; but, if there are, I can’t 

think of any.” 

“Very strange!” answered his father. ‘“ Why 

there was one whose name has been associated 

with one particular sort of good works ever since. 

Her story is told us after the account of the first 

persecution, not of the apostles, for they were very 

soon molested, but of the churches of Judea, 

Galilee, and Samaria. 

“It was as soon as this ceased, and they had 

rest, that ‘ Peter passed throughout all quarters ;’ 

that is, I suppose, he went on a sort ‘of visit- 

ation journey to the congregations of Christians 

scattered about, though he preached to others as 

well, no doubt; for we are told that ‘all who
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dwelt at Lydda and Saron turned to the 

Lord.’ 

“Now, Frank, get your map and look for these 

places, and you will see quite near them, only on 

the coast, just where Judea and Samaria join, an- 

other town called Joppa. Don’t you know any- 

thing about that place?” 

“Ol loyes, cried Frank, “Jonah got into a 

ship there to go to Tarshish, when God told him 

to go to Nineveh.” 

“Ah! there you have a man again, but I am 

thinking of a woman who once lived at Joppa, 

and died there while Peter was at Lydda healing 

Eneas and preaching to the people. 

“She was a disciple, that is, a believer in 

Jesus Christ, one of those who are also called 

saints in another part of the chapter; and while 

she lived she seems to have spent her time in 

doing good to others. There were plenty of poor
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people then, as there are now everywhere, and 

plenty of sick people too; and no doubt some of 

those who had, like herself, become Christians, 

lost their employment, and suffered in many ways 

for so doing. So this good woman found plenty 

to do; and we are told that she was ‘ full of good 

works and alms deeds which she did.’ Now, her 

work was not of a kind that cost her no trouble ; 

for it was making clothes for poor people. There- 

fore, you see, she must have sat stitching, stitching, 

stitching, many a time when, I dare say, a walk 

or rest would have been very pleasant ; but at last 

she fell sick and died, and then, having been a good 

friend to many, she had many to mourn for her. 

“ But they did not only mourn. Hearing that 

Peter was only as far away as Lydda, and that he 

had just healed a man who had kept his bed for 

eight years, they sent off two men to fetch him 

without delay. And no sooner was Peter come,
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than they took him up into the room where the 

dead body lay, around which gathered also the 

poor widows whom she had helped so kindly 

whilst she was with them. 

“There they all stood weeping, and showing 

the nice clothes which the departed one had made. 

“But Peter put them all out, and then knelt down 

and prayed ; and afterwards, turning to the body, 

he said, ‘Tabitha, arise. Immediately ‘she opened 

her eyes, and when she saw Peter she sat up. Then 

he gave her his hand, and lifted her up, and calling 

back the saints and widows, presented her alive.’ 

“It was a sight to surprise them all, more than 

any sight which they had ever seen in all their 

lives ; and the news of it spread like wildfire, we 

may be sure, and many believed in the Lord.” 

‘Oh! yes; I remember that story now,’ said 

Frank, “and it’s a very nice one, I think; but 

hadn’t the woman another name ?”’
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“ Tabitha turned into Greek is Dorcas,” replied 

his father; ‘‘and both the words mean a ‘roe.’ 

Perhaps you did not know that ladies’ meetings 

to work for poor people are generally called 

‘Dorcas meetings,’ after this good woman.” 

‘No, I didn’t, papa; but I always think that 

ladies who do that sort of thing must be very 

good-natured. I know I should hate to sit work- 

ing, as they do, of all things in the world ; and if 

I did any needlework, I should like something 

pretty.” 

‘“ Happily, ladies’ tastes and boys’ tastes differ,” 

returned his father, smiling ; ‘‘ but after all, Frank, 

where is the mercy in the acts if we only do it to 

please ourselves? I am sorry that our talk this 

evening has not led you to a better conclusion.” 

Frank coloured, and said in his usual ingenuous 

way : 

“Well, papa, I’m afraid I haven’t got much
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mercy in my composition, or else I shouldn't have 

done two things which I have done to-day.” 

“ And pray, what are those things ?” asked his 

papa. 

‘Making a fuss about taking the basket to Mr 

Barlow, and telling about Jim,” replied the boy, 

getting still more red. 

‘‘T am afraid so, too,” rejoined his father, very 

gravely. For Mr Leslie, though glad to see this 

open-hearted disposition in his boy, was by no 

means satisfied with it; because he saw that 

Frank was apt to be content with confessing his 

faults, without making much effort to amend them. 

“Remember, however,” he added with emphasis, 

after a pause which his young son felt to be very 

uncomfortable, “ that it is ‘the merciful who shall 
obtain mercy.’ We are not told that any others 

will ; and yet ‘without mercy none of us can see 
3599. 

salvation.



CHAPTER XII. 

CONSCIENCE-STRICKEN. 

  

   

ay LESLIE had occasion to leave home for 

MAU] a week, the day after the conversation 

related in our last chapter; and as Willy and his 

mother left the Hill Farm to return to their own 

home, Frank had to depend a good deal on his 

own resources, whenever his sister was engaged ; 

and sometimes he felt very dull, and almost 

inclined to wish that his holidays were over too. 

However, among other things which his papa had 

left for him to do, there was the task of finding 

some contrasts to the characters discussed at the 
K
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last Bible lesson; and I must give him credit for 

taking unusual pains about this, though he sighed 

a good deal as he turned over the leaves, as if in 

despair of finding what he wanted. 

“T hope you are not getting tired of that 

chapter, and our talks over it,” his sister said, one 

day when he seemed particularly restless. 

“Oh! no, no—it’s not that at all; but . 

Frank answered, and there he stopped ; nor could 

even she extract the rest of the sentence from him. 

At length Mr Leslie returned ; and on the very 

same evening, he announced his readiness to 

examine into the result of his boy’s studies. 

“Oh, papa!” exclaimed Frank, somewhat in- 

dignantly, “you couldn’t look at all, and hear 

all, in one evening!” 

“Tam glad to hear that,” returned his father, 

smiling ; “and by all means begin with what you 

prefer.” 
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“T would rather have my Bible-lesson to-night, 

and do the other things to-morrow, if you don’t 

mind,” said Frank. 

“Oh, no! I don’t mind atall. Indeed, I would 

rather take that first, provided you have got 

anything to tell me; only, I don’t like you to come 

to me, as you did last time, without having 

thought anything about it.” 

“T have thought this time,” said the boy, in a 

way which seemed to say, “and I know you'll 

be pleased with me’”—at which his sister looked 

surprised ; but she said nothing. 

“Very well; then fetch your Bible,” Mr Leslie 

said ; and off went Frank to get it. 

He speedily returned; and opening the book, 

he took out a slip of paper on which he had made 

some notes, and then, turning to the ninth chapter 

of Judges, said eagerly— 

‘Now, papa, here’s a man that was as good an
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unmerciful man as you could find anywhere. I 

wonder whether you have thought of him! I 

hope you haven't!” 

“T don’t know that I ever saw a good unmerci- 

ful man,” his father answered. ‘‘ What sort of 

person may he be?” 
) 

“Oh! you know what I mean,” cried Frank; 

‘and now please, papa, guess.” 

“Oh, no! I might guess so long that it would 

waste our time,” replied his father. ‘“ You had 

better tell me; only, I should like to know, first, 

whether you thought of the history yourself? ” 

“Indeed I did; and nobody helped me this 

time, papa. I was almost in despair at first, and 

~ then I found two or three; but this one that I am 

going to tell you now is the best—for what you 

want, I mean—because he was such a horribly 

cruel creature.” 

‘How did he show his cruelty?”
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“Oh! in several ways, papa; but I’ll tell you 

about him;” and Frank closed the book, only 

keeping his finger in the place. 

“You know all about Gideon, and how he 

conquered the Midianites with only three hundred 

men ; don’t you?” 

“Ves, I think 1 do,” answered his father: 

“indeed, some six years ago, I believe I taught 

you his history.” — 

“Well, papa, it isn’t about him, but about his 

son, Abimelech, that I am thinking; and I don’t 

much believe that his is one of the vegular Bible 

stories.” 

‘Perhaps not,” Mr Leslie said. ‘Therefore, 

let me see if you can tell it nicely.” 

‘He wanted to rule over the people, and be a 

judge, as his father, Gideon, had been,” Frank 

began ; ‘‘ but he had seventy brothers, who all had 

as good a right, if not a better one, than himself; so
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they stood in his way. Still, he was quite deter- 

mined; and it seems he didn’t care who was 

killed, so long as he became a great man. 

I think he cared for himself and for nobody 

else in the world. He was the most selfish 

creature |” 

“Well, well, keep your indignation until you 

have finished your story, and told me what he 

did,” interposed his father. ‘ You are beginning 

at the wrong end.” 

‘“‘T can’t help it, papa, because I feel so angry 

with him ; but this is what he did. He went up 

to Shechem, where his mother’s family lived, and 

asked the people whether they would rather have 

seventy rulers or one? and whether they wouldn't 

rather have him, who was their own relation, than 

any others. And they actually chose him, and 

gave him some money, and helped to kill all his 

brothers. At least they killed all but one—that
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was Jotham, the youngest; and he hid himself. 

But when he heard that the men of Shechem had 

made Abimelech king, then he climbed on to the 

top of a mountain, and spoke a parable to them 

about the trees choosing a king, and how the olive, 

and the fig-tree, and the vine all refused, but the 

bramble agreed to be the king; only, it said, if they 

would not trust it, then fire was to come out of it 

and burn up the cedars of Lebanon. I suppose 

by the cedars he meant the men of Shechem, be- 

cause afterwards, when he explained it, he said 

that if they had dealt truly with his father, they 

should rejoice in Abimelech ; but if not, he said, 

‘Let fire come out of Abimelech and devour the 

men of Shechem, and the house of Millo; and 

let fire come out from the men of Shechem, and 

from the house of Millo, and devour Abimelech.’ 

Papa, how strangely that came true. It was only 

three years before the men of Shechem turned
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against Abimelech, and made Gaal their ruler ; 

and then when Abimelech came back and chased 

them, he conquered and destroyed the city, and 

sowed it with salt. But many of the people got 

into the hold of an idol’s house. So the cruel fellow 

cut down boughs, and made all the people that 

followed him do the same. They put the boughs 

close to the hold, and set fire to them; and a 

thousand people were burned to death. And they 

were the men of Shechem who once took his part, 

and helped him kill his brothers; so it was just 

what they deserved ; only Ze had no business to_ 

punish them. 

‘‘T suppose he was very pleased, though, for 

afterwards he tried to do the same thing to people 

in another tower ; but there a woman threw a piece 

of millstone on him to break his skull; and because 

he wouldn’t have people say that a woman killed 

him, he told his armour-bearer to thrust him
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through with his sword ; so he died, and the other 

part of Jotham’s curse came true.” 

“And the unmerciful man was_ punished,” 

added Mr Leslie. 

“Yes; just as he deserved,” said Frank ; “ and 

I don’t knowwhether it’s wrong, but I should have 

been very sorry if he had got off.” 

‘“ Do you think that Abimelech began life with as 

cruel a heart as he had at last?” asked his father. 

“Oh! I should hope not,” cried Frank. ‘ What 

a boy he would have been!” 

‘‘T should think, however, that he was known 

asa cruel boy ; and just as the cruel emperor Nero 

is said as a boy to have taken delight in killing 

flies, no doubt Abimelech showed that he would 

stick at nothing to serve himself. I don't 

mean to say that the two were just alike ; for we 

don’t hear that Abimelech actually took pleasure 

in the sight of pain—though we do see that he
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had no mercy on those who offended him ; but, as 

boys, I should say, both showed the beginnings 

of the wickedness which afterwards distinguished 

them. And, perhaps, Frank, these beginnings 

were laughed at and made light of. Perhaps their 

friends said that they were only like all boys. 

Perhaps they thought themselves no worse than 

others. That is the way that evil grows. See 

what comes of putting oneself first, and loving 

one’s own pleasure best. And see what comes too 

of not being able to forgive an injury.” 

“Yes, papa,” said Frank, looking down. 

“But what are your other examples ?” continued 
his father. 

“Why, papa,” said Frank, “there was Pharaoh, 

having all the baby boys drowned.” 

“‘ Because they stood in his way,” said his papa. 
“If they had all lived he thought the Israelites 

would have grown too strong for him.”
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“Yes; and then how he tried to work the men 

to death,” Frank went on. ‘I think he was very 

unmerciful. And then, you know, there was King 

Saul, how very unkind and cruel he was to David! 

And the rich man in the parable, who let the 

beggar die at his own gate. Just think of his going 

in and out and seeing the poor creature so ill and 

never having him taken care of!” 

“Tt would have been too much trouble, and cost 

too much money,” said his father. ‘‘ Besides, | 

suppose he thought, like a good many other people, 

‘what was the beggar to him ?’” 

“Oh, papa!” said Frank, in a desponding tone, 

“I know you mean me; you always do.” 

“I did not name any one, my boy; but ‘if the 

cap fits,’ by all means put it on.” 

“Tam afraid to tell you any more, papa.” 

“What! had you found any more? You must 

have looked well into this matter, Frank.”
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“Ves; I have thought a good deal about it, 

papa ; and I found one other in the Old Testament 

and one in the New. The one in the Old is in 

the first chapter of Judges. I mean Adoni-bezek, 

the king who cut off the thumbs and great toes 

of seventy kings, and got served the same him- 

self. And the one in the New Testament is in the 

parable of the cruel servant, in the eighteenth of 

Matthew.” 

“You mean the man who would not forgive 

his fellow-servant a small sum of two or three 

pounds, when he himself had been forgiven not 

much less than two millions?” 

‘‘A hundred pence and a hundred talents,” said 

Frank. ‘Is that what they are in our money, 

papa?” 

“Ves; and don’t you think they picture to us 

a little our debt to God, and our fellow-creatures’ 

debts to us? Two millions of pounds is a larger
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sum than you can think of. It would be an 

enormous heap of sovereigns; and if we put three 

pounds beside it, how very small they would look! 

Soit is with us. We forget how altogether be- 

yond reckoning is our debt of service to God, 

and think so much of any little injury which we 

may have suffered from any fellow-creature !” 

Frank thought of the loss of his chickens, and 

was silent. But as it was always difficult to him 

to keep anything to himself which was on his 

mind, his papa did not ask any questions, knowing 

that he should soon be taken into his confidence. 

Nor was he mistaken. 

“Papa,” said Frank, ‘I hope you won't mind, 

but I didn’t say anything to Jim about his losing 

his place; and as he doesn’t know that I have 

told you, could you let him try a little longer ; and 

perhaps he won’t be so careless again?” 

“T can only do that on condition that you do
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tell him, and say that you afterwards begged him 

off,” said Mr Leslie, gravely; and his young son 

sighed as he said, ‘‘ Then I suppose I must; but 

it won’t be pleasant.” 

However, he soon brightened up again, and 

added— 

“IT went to see Mr Barlow twice while you 

were away, papa, and took him some of my most 

amusing books to read ; only, I didn’t tell Susy, 

because she always says I can’t keep a secret. 

And Mr Barlow lent me a book, which I like 

very much. I'll go and fetch it, to show you.” 

And off ran the boy, with a lighter heart than 

he had carried about for a week past.



CHAPTER ATL 

EARNEST WORK. 

   

yy RANK had now two acknowledged helpers 

S$ in his work of preparing for his Bible- 

feesohis with his papa—namely, his sister and Dick 

Benson. The work itself, too, was a thoroughly 

recognised business, and one in which he took a 

good deal of pleasure. There was no set time for 

it, or set way of doing it ; but he was getting quite 

to feel that his father would be hurt and displeased 

if he: failed to. think over, and, as he ealiedsit, 

puzzle out, the meaning of each verse as it came in 

turn, though, at the same time, he knew that he 

did not mind his getting help
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A week was to elapse before the next conversa- 

tion; and Frank wanted to be as well prepared, 

and to get as much credit, as on the last occasion. 

So, having exhausted his own resources, and find- 

ing his sister very busy with several sick people. 

whom she had taken under her care, he started off 

one morning to find his other counsellor, Dick ; 

and, after some difficulty, he found him resting 

under a hedge during the dinner-hour. 

“Well, Master Leslie! Now I hope you have 

got some’at to tell me; for I 've been a-thinking 

o that new verse o’ yours; and the more I think, 

the deeper it do seem to go,” said Dick. 

“ Indeed, I haven’t,” cried Frank; “and I am 

sorry to hear you say that, because I hoped that 

you were going to help me. But isn’t it strange 

how things that seem hard at first often turn out 

to be very easy to understand when you look close 

at them ; and other things that you thought quite
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easy, get harder and harder the more you try to 

understand them. I never thought I didn’t know 

what ‘pure in heart’ meant, until the day before 

yesterday.” 

‘Ah! well, never you be out of heart, young - 

master,” returned Dick. “It’s good sometimes 

to be made to dig deep; for treasures are most 

times hidden. So, may be, you’ll find more in 

these three little words than ever you dreamt of. 

What say ye to digging a bit together now? 

Here’s my way-book;” and he pulled an old, 

worn Bible out of his pocket. 

‘That ’s just what I wanted to do,” said Frank : 

“and now, Dick, can you make out who will ever 

get this blessing ? ” 

‘““Or where the ‘ pure in heart’ are to be found ; 

That’s what I take it you mean, Master Frank,” 
replied Dick. 

“Yes; because every one’s heart is bad and 
%
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wicked,” Frank said. ‘Don’t you know how it 

says, somewhere, that ‘ the heart is deceitful above 

all things, and desperately wicked ?’” 

“That’s in Jeremiah xvii. 9,” answered Dick; 

“and there’s another to match it in the seventh of 

St Mark, and the twenty-first to twenty-third 

verses. But now, young master, depend on'’t, 

it’ll never answer to hammer away too long on 

one nail. You’ve been thinking, and so have I, 

for the matter o’ that, ‘ Here’s one thing proved, 

and certain; therefore, the notion of this other 

thing, being the direct contrary, is impossible.’ 

But this sort 0 reasoning won’t stand; and we 

know it, both of us; because the blessed Lord 

Jesus would never have talked of a good which 

nobody could have. So I say, let’s look a little 

further, and see that we’re quite sure He meant 

just what we thought by ‘pure in heart.’ You 

can read, Master Frank, though I can’t; and
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you know, by the marks at the side of the pages, 

we can find some other places where we get the 

same word.” 

“There are three references,” said Frank, after 

looking them out; “ but only one of them has got 

‘pure’ init. That’s in the twenty-fourth Psalm, 

and the fourth verse :—‘ He that hath clean hands, 

and a gure heart, who hath not lifted up his soul 

unto vanity, nor sworn deceitfully.’” 

“Ah!” cried Dick, ‘‘ and that’s the man who 

‘shall ascend into the hill of the Lord, and stand 

in His holy place;’ so it is, to be sure!” 

“But, Dick,” said Frank, ‘if you can’t read, 

how can you tell just where verses are, and what 

comes before them, as you do?” 

“Well, you see,” returned Dick, “I always 

carries this blessed Book along with me, and gets 

one and another to read a bit; and I couldn’t tell 

them where to find what I wanted, unless so be I
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knew chapter and verse. So I be just obliged to 

store them up.” 

‘And do you think this verse helps?” Frank 

asked. 

‘Yes, I do; but let us go back further first, and 

come to it again. I’m thinking of the old law of 

Moses, and of the things used in the services of the 

Tabernacle. There was to be pure olive oil, and a 

ure candlestick ; and I take it that about the oil it 

means, not mixed, all of one sort, and good; and 

that the candlestick was to be the same—all of pure 

gold, not mixed with any other kind of metal.” 

‘‘So it seems to mean unmixed in these places, 

doesn’t it?” said Frank. 

‘Unmixed and good,” returned Dick; “but 

now, Master Frank, will you please to look in 

another place, somewhere about the middle of the 

Book of Ezra; for I believethere is something there 

about them that were Juve keeping the passover.”
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‘Yes, here it is, in the sixth chapter,|and 

nineteenth and twentieth verses,’ said Frank, 

after searching for some time; ‘“ ‘And the children 

of the captivity kept the passover upon the 

fourteenth day of the first month. For the priests 

and Levites were purified together, all of them 

were pure, and killed the passover for all the 

children of the captivity.” But I wonder what 

‘purified’ means, Dick; do you know?” 

“Yes; it means in a fit state to take part ina 

feast or sacrifice,” said Dick. ‘ Don’t you know 

that if a man had been near a dead body, for one 

thing, he was not reckoned fit; he was counted 

unclean, which is the same as not pure, until he 

had washed himself and his clothes. People who 

had kept away from everything evil, and had gone 

through the regular washings, were counted clean 

or pure, and the others were counted unclean and 

impure.”
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‘So ‘clean’ isanother meaning,” said Frank; “and 

there isa verse which says, ‘Create in me a clean 

heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me.’ ” 

Just then there was arustling behind the hedge, 

and some one made his way through an opening 

in it. Frank turned at the noise, and instantly 

cried, “‘ Papa! ah, have you been listening ?” 

“No,” answered his father smiling, ‘‘ I never 

do such mean things ; but I couldn’t help hearing 

your last words. I hope you don’t mind that.” 

“Not a bit, sir,’ returned Dick; and then 

between them they related the subject of the 

conversation. _ 

“Well, and what conclusion have you come to 

after all your cogitations?” asked Mr Leslie.” 

‘“May be I’m not right,” said Dick; “ but it 

seemed to me somehow as if the Lord Jesus 

intended those who ‘set their faces like a flint,’ 

as the Book says, against all sorts of evil, and
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who try to drive back the wicked thoughts, and 

walk only in the way of the Lord. And if I bean’t 

very wrong, there’s a great difference in true 

Christians; and some much more than others 

seem to shrink from the least bit of evil, and try 

to keep themselves as clean and pure as if they 

were always going to a feast.” 

“ Let us all try to be of that sort, since each of 

us has an invitation toa grander feast than any that 

has ever yet taken place,” Mr Leslie said ; “ and 

now, Frank,” he added, ‘‘ we must be going. Iam 

sorry to interrupt your pleasant chat ; but just now 

both of us are wanted at home. Good-bye, Dick.” 

“ Papa,” said Frank, after they had walked in 

silence a few minutes, “who would you say was a 

good pattern of a man who was pure in heart? I 

can’t think of one that I exactly like.” 

“What is your difficulty ?” asked his father. 

“Why, papa, most of the good people did such
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strange things at some part of their lives; and 

though I suppose they were sorry afterwards, and 

got better and better, yet I don’t like to pick any 

of them out for this.” 

“There are some though of whose faults we 

hear nothing,” replied his father ; “for instance, 

Nehemiah, Isaiah, and Jeremiah. Certainly, we 

know but little of the lives of the two last. It is 

their sayings rather than their doings which are 

recorded. But there is another prophet whom we 

seem to know very well, for the book which con- 

tains his prophecies also describes his conduct on 

several most trying occasions; and it gives me 

the idea of a remarkably pure-minded person.” 

Frank began to think; but, as he was appar- 

ently at a loss on whom to fix, his papa added— 

‘We hear first about him in early youth, when 

he and some of his companions are spoken of as 

children.”
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Frank pressed his hands on his forehead, and 

then suddenly exclaimed— 

“Daniel! papa; you mean Daniel, don’t you?” 

“Yes; you have guessed rightly,” answered Mr 

Leslie; ‘‘and now see if you can remember what 

is the first thing that we read about him?” 

“T know,” said Frank. ‘When he was taken 

to Babylon, he made up his mind that he would 

not eat any of the king’s meat; but, papa, why 

wouldn’t he eat it?” 

“He would not defile himself with it; that is 

what is said. And the reason was, because 

amongst the king’s meat there was sure to be 

things forbidden to Jews. Many kinds of animals, 

remember, were reckoned unclean to them, which 

Gentiles constantly eat, and even those which 
were clean had to be killed in a particular way. 

Besides, the food would often have been offered 

to idols, no doubt.
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‘““There are many persons who very easily yield 

to the difficulties into which certain positions 

bring them, and excuse themselves from doing 

what is right on the ground that the people 

amongst whom they live think differently, and 

would be offended by upright conduct, or even 

mock at it; but, you see, Daniel was not one of 

this sort. His way was to act as his conscience 

told him to act, and leave the consequences to his 

God. So he asked for pulse instead of all the 

pleasant morsels which he might have had.” 

‘‘ And what is pulse, papa?” 

“It was made from different plants of the pea 

kind,” answered his father; “and I suppose he 

chose that because he felt safe about it; but I 

don’t think that many boys would have had cour- 

age to go on with such plain food when dainties 

were constantly before them.” 

‘He must have got very tired of it, I should
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think,” Frank said. “ But God helped him, by 
making him and his friends get fat upon it.” 

“And that strengthened his faith for the next 
trouble,” said his father,—“ that great fright which 
they must have had, when all the wise men were 
to be killed, because they could not tell the king’s 
dream. Then it was that he began to explain 
visions. You remember that one about the image 
that represented the four great empires, which the 
king saw in his dream. Then there was the other 
about the tree, which set forth Nebuchadnezzar’s 

madness.” 

“Yes; and then his telling Belshazzar about 
the Hand and the writing on the wall,” Frank 
said ; “ and what came next, papa? I wish I had 
my Bible here.” 

“ The next thing was his being thrown into the 
lions’ den, because he would go on praying to his 
God ; by which we see that he had not only begun
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well, but was still keeping true to his faith. And 

after that he had other dreams and visions 

himself—wonderful visions of what was to happen 

on this earth from that time to the end of the 

world ;—about the coming of Jesus, first to die 

and afterwards to reign ;—and about the troubles 

that should come on the Jews, and the ruin of 

their Temple,as well as about the spread of Christ’s 

kingdom, the resurrection, and the judgment.” 

“Did he learn about all those things, papa?” 

said Frank, in amazement. ‘‘And did God ever 

tell anyone else as much about what was going 

to happen ?” 

“There were very few who had such visions,” 

Mr Leslie answered, “and all who had seem to 

have been very holy men. Think of Isaiah, for 

instance, and St John, who saw all that is told in 

the Revelations. Among ordinary Christians, it 

is those who live the most godly lives who enjoy
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most of God’s presence; so it is not surprising 

that He showed special favour in old times to 

those who strove most to be pure in heart. 

‘Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see 

God,’ was our Lord’s declaration ; and the verse 

which you and Dick talked over out of the twenty- 

fourth Psalm has much the same meaning. Yet, 

for all that, remember that Daniel, and Isaiah, and 

St John, and all the other holy men of old, had 

sinful hearts like our own; but then they had a 

new nature as well, and this new nature was 

minded to shun evil and fear God, and was very 

much in earnest in ‘crucifying the old man,’ as 

St Paul called those evil hearts with which we 
are all born.” 

“Thank you, papa,” said Frank, “ I understand 

my verse now much better. And here we are at 

home, and Susy waiting on the steps.”



CHAPTER Aly: 

A WARNING. 

VOMEBODY just the very opposite of 

| Daniel,” repeated Frank to himself, two    
or free times over, as he paced round and round 

the garden, with his Bible in his hand, on the 

Sunday following that walk home with his papa. 

“T can’t think who to settle upon.” 

But though he spoke to himself, the words 

were uttered aloud, and a voice which he well 

knew said gently— 

‘Come in here, and let me see if I can help you.” 

‘Oh, I didn’t know you were there, Susy!”
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he exclaimed, starting; “but I wish you would 

help me, for I can’t get this out of my head, and 

yet I cannot find it out.” 

“Here comes papa; let us take him into our 

counsel,” she said; ‘and if we say that you have 

tried hard without success, he will not mind help- 

ing you.” 

“ And so you cannot think of a wicked person. 

What ! are they grown scarceagain?” Mr Leslie 

said, as he seated himself in the summer-house, 

and drew his boy to him. 

“Oh, no!” returned Frank, decidedly; ‘‘ there 

are plenty of them; but you see I want one of a 

particular sort. And yet I don’t know; for aren't 

all wicked persons impure in heart?” 

“Yes, certainly they are,” his papa said; “ and 

yet I agree with you, and should not choose Cain, 

for instance, or Absalom, to contrast with Daniel: 

because we think of one as a murderer, and the
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other as a rebel. It seems to me that it would be 

better to select some man or woman who made a 

fair profession, but was not what he seemed to be.” 

‘“That is a hypocrite,” said Frank. ‘‘I see. 

Daniel did make a profession, because three times 

a day he prayed to his God, so that other people 

could see him; but then he meant what he said, 

and didn’t say one thing and do another. He 

wasn't a mixed sort of person; was he, papa?” 

“IT don’t understand you, my boy.” 

“Why, Dick talked about the pure, unmixed 

oil, and the pure gold candlestick, in the Taber- 

nacle; and I thought Daniel was like those—all 

of one stuff, and not mixed.” 

“T see,” his father said; ‘“‘and so now we have 

to think of people who were mixed, and had 

faces of one sort of stuff and hearts of another, 

if one may so speak. Very well; let us all set to 

work.”
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‘What do you say to Ananias and Sapphira, 

papa?” said Miss Leslie. 

‘“‘Oh, I never thought of them!” cried Frank. 

“They will do, won’t they? because Peter told 

them they had been telling a lie; and I remember 

once you said that you had no doubt that they 

wished to pass for very self-denying people, when 

they were as selfish as ever they could be.” 

“Ves, my boy; and yet I believe that they 

must have deceived themselves first, before they 

got to the point of planning that plot. The heart 

is deceitful above all things, as well as desperately 

wicked ; and the example of these two people just 

serves to show what any one may come to who 

trusts his own heart, and does not seek the grace 

of God. We do not know how long Ananias and 

Sapphira had been numbered among the followers 

of Christ; it may have been only a short time; 

but it is plain that they wanted to be foremost in 
M
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the new sect. Can you not think of some one 

else, who for a considerable time kept company, 

not only with the disciples, but with Christ him- 

self, and yet at last proved a traitor?” 

“Judas Iscariot! you mean him, don’t you, 

papa? Oh! yes; he was the very, very opposite 

to Daniel—that he was! I should think he was 

just the worst man who ever lived.” 

“And yet I suppose that all that time, while he 

went about hearing the Saviour teach, and being . 

taught himself by Him—seeing His acts of love 

and mercy, and the proofs of His godhead—while 

he was treated by Him as a friend, he passed 

among his fellow-apostles for a good man,” Mr 

Leslie replied. 

“Then how he must have kept his wickedness 

in!” cried Frank. ‘Papa, the more I think 

about him, the more I think what a wretch that 

Judas must have been!”
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‘“‘T don’t wonder ; but indignation was not just 

the feeling that I was trying to excite in your 

breast, my boy. You should seek to get a lesson 

for yourself from each of the characters that we 

talk about ; and I want Judas to serve as a warn- 

ing. We are not told what led him to follow 

Christ in the first instance, but most probably he 

made himself believe that it was a good motive. 

If he had looked into his own heart, and prayed, 

as the Psalmist did, that God would search him 

and try him, and see if there were any way of 

wickedness in him, he would have found out the 

truth. But instead of that, he let Satan lead him 

captive as he pleased, and gave way to his great 

sin, the love of money, until he was even capable 

of selling his Master for a few pieces of silver.” 

‘And then repented, when it was too late and 

of no use,” added Frank. 

“Ah! it was not real godly repentance,” said
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his father. ‘‘If it had been, it would not have 

been too late for his own salvation, and he would 

not have gone and hanged himself. St Matthew 

says that he repented himself when he saw that 

he was condemned ; from which I gather that the 

wretched man did not suppose it would have 

gone so far, but thought that Jesus would work 

a miracle to save Himself. I daresay he thought 

to get the money, and make all right afterwards. 

He did not wish for Christ’s death, as the priests 

did ; he only wanted the money; and my belief 

is, that up to the last he had felt a sort of regard 

for the Saviour. But his heart was not pure ; he 

had never been a sincere disciple, and had tried 

to serve God and mammon ; and this was the end 

of it.” 

‘But, papa, if he was sorry, why didn’t he 

repent really and truly ; and then, perhaps, Jesus 

would have forgiven him as He did Peter?”
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‘Because he could not,” answered Mr Leslie, 

solemnly. ‘ Repentance is God’s gift, Frank ; 

and if people put off repenting to-day, they may 

have no power to do so to-morrow. Remember 

this, and take warning in time.” 

‘“‘T don’t understand,” said Frank. ‘I thought 

that people could always repent if they chose.” 

‘So do most of the world; and that is why so 

many choose the broad road,” his papa replied. 

‘“ They don’t mean always to walk in it ; they mean 

to turn some day, just at last, when they are dying 

perhaps. But God will not be mocked. He gave 

His own Son for us ; and, if we think that the fag 

end of life is enough to offer in return, most likely 

we Shall find that it is not ours togive. It will not 

do either to put off, or to be half God’s and half 

the devil’s servants. We should make up our 

minds to-day, and then try to be all for Christ, 

and to serve Him with a pure mind.”



CHAPTER XV. 

A PRACTICAL DIFFICULTY. 

Keeani USY,” said Frank, one day, “don’t you 
SS) think it is very ridiculous of Willy? He 

used to be so fond of that fellow, Stephen Morris ; 

and now he will hardly speak to him.” 

“Why not?” asked Miss Leslie. “What has 

caused a quarrel between the schoolfellows ?” 
“Oh! I hardly know, I’m sure: because Stevy 

got the first prize last half, and Willy thought he 

ought to have had it, or something of that sort. 

It’s Stevy’s fault as much as Willy’s, they say’ 
but anyhow it’s absurd, and neither of them 
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get on so well as they used to do. I wish they 

would make it up, for it was better for every one 

when those two were good friends.” 

Frank attended the same school as his friend 

did now, only he came home on Saturday after- 

noon, and did not go back until Monday morning. 

‘Why do not you try to bring about a recon- 

ciliation ?” his sister inquired. 

“Well, I have tried yesterday and to-day too,” 

Frank said, colouring a little; “ for while I was 

looking over that verse about the peacemakers for 

papa, it came into my head that perhaps I ought ; 

but it doesn’t seem of any use. Willy says I take 

Stevy’s part, and Stevy says I like Willy better 

than him; and so they won't listen to me.” 

‘Never mind, Franky; we must never ‘be 

weary of well-doing,’ you know the Bible says. If 

I were you, I would try to be as kind as I could 

to both of them ; and then perhaps they may listen
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another day if they won't to-day. It would be 

very nice if you could make peace between them ; 

wouldn’t it?” 

‘‘And pray, who may the people be who have 

fallen out?” Mr Leslie inquired, as he at that 

moment entered the room. 

“Oh, papa!” Frank exclaimed, “I declare you 

nearly always happen to come in just at the very 

moment that we want you!” 

‘“ How very fortunate!” said his father, smil- 

ing at the boy’s eagerness; “and why was my 

presence so desirable just now?” 

In reply, Frank entered into a full explanation 

of his difficulties at school, to which his papa 

listened most patiently, and then they consulted 

together over various little plans which they hoped 

might possibly produce a good effect. 

This was the way in which Mr Leslie won his 

boy’s confidence. Nothing was regarded as small
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by him merely because it was boyish. If it was 

a real trouble or difficulty to Frank, it was real to 

his father too; and thus the boy learnt to look on 

him as his best and wisest friend. 

“T was thinking papa, to-day,” said Frank, 

when this little matter was pretty well settled, 

‘about a text out of St James that I had to learn 

a good while ago, ‘The wisdom that cometh from 

above is first pure, then peaceable.’ It is just the 

same order, you see, as in the verses I’m doing 

now. It was the ‘pure in heart’ last time; and 

now we have got the peacemakers.” 

‘‘Yes; and have you found many peacemakers 

for me?” his father asked. 

‘No, papa; only two. There are lots of peace- 

able people in the Bible; but I can’t find many 

peacemakers.” : 

‘“ Well, who are the two?” said Mr Leslie. 

“ First, there was Abraham,” replied Frank.
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‘Don’t you remember, papa, when his herdsmen 

and the herdsmen of Lot got quarrelling, Abraham 

said that he thought they had better separate, be- 

cause relations shouldn’t quarrel; and he let Lot 

have the choice, and did everything he could to 

keep peace?” 

“Yes; that is a very good example, my boy. 

And what is the other ?” 

‘Moses, papa; but he didn’t seem to succeed 

any better than I do between Willy and Stephen, 

which is rather a comfort to me; because, as he 

was the meekest man in the world, I expect he 

didn’t fail because he spoke hastily.” 

“‘ But you haven’t told me the occasion to which 

you allude,” Mr Leslie said. 

‘Oh! but Iam sure you know, papa. It was 

when he saw two Hebrews fighting, and tried to 

get them to leave off. He thought they would 

listen to him, because he was to be their leader
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and deliverer; but they wouldn’t. They only asked 

who made him a prince and a judge, and went 

and told Pharaoh how he had killed an Egyptian 

who was hurting a Hebrew,—at least I suppose 

they told; for he heard; and Moses had to run 

away to Midian.” 

“Tt does not follow though that they told,” his 

father said. ‘‘The king might have heard without 

that. And if you want to live peaceably, Franky, 

never take such a thing for granted. Quarrels 

often grow worse and more bitter, because the 

injured person chooses to think that his enemy 

causes all his misfortunes.” 

“Ves; I know,” Frank said. ‘ At least Willy 

is always setting down every scrape he gets into 

to Stevy’s ill-nature; and yet I don’t believe 

Stephen is half so bad as he thinks. But, do you 

know, papa, whenever I speak, even Willy often 

says, ‘ Now, don’t put in your word, Frank. It’s
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no business of yours.’ That's something like 

what they said to Moses ; isn’t it?” 

“Ah, Frank!” said his papa, “there was a 

greater Peacemaker than even Moses, who was 

treated far worse than that; and you must try 

and follow His example, and bear these angry 

words with meekness.” 

“Do you mean Jesus Christ?” asked Frank, 

looking up in surprise. ‘I never thought about 

His being a peacemaker, papa.” 

“ And yet He is called ‘ The Prince of Peace ;’ 

and at His birth the angel proclaimed ‘ Peace on 

earth,” his father answered. 

“T thought that was because He was so meek 

and gentle, and because He taught people to be 

kind, papa.” 

‘““What! and did Jesus only come down from 

heaven to teach people to love one another?” his 

father said.
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‘“Oh, no! of course He came to die for sinners,” 

answered Frank, quickly. 

‘Yes, in order to make peace between God and 

man—between the King and His subjects ;” and 

Mr Leslie was going on, but Frank broke in with— 

‘Papa, this is what I can’t understand: the 

Bible says that ‘God so loved the world that He 

gave His only-begotten Son’ to die; but why 

need Jesus have died ?—why couldn’t God have 

forgiven sinners without that, just as you tell me 

I ought to forgive people who do anything that I 

don’t like?” 

“As to understanding, Frank, we should 

always remember how unlikely it is that we poor 

sinners should be able to take in everything 

about the great God’s way of saving us. We 

cannot expect todo so. But surely you can see 

a great difference between your forgiveness of 

any of your acquaintance and God’s forgiveness
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of sinners. Why, God is the Ruler of the universe ! 

What would happen if He let His laws be trampled 

on and disobeyed? What would happen if any 

king or judge allowed people to do so?” 

“T never thought of that,” said Frank. 

“ And you must never think of God as a cruel, 

vindictive Being, my boy. If He had been, He 

would just have left us all to perish, and never 

contrived this wonderful plan of salvation at all. 

But sin is a barrier between Him and us; and in 

order to reconcile God and His creatures, Jesus 

Christ came to be ‘wounded for our transgres- 

sions and bruised for our iniquities. The chastise- 

ment of our peace was laid on Him.’ So you see 

why I have called Him the great Peacemaker.” 

‘The verse says: ‘Blessed are the peace- 

makers, for they shall be called the children of 

God,” remarked Frank, thoughtfully. ‘I sup- 

pose that is because they are like God.”
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“T think so, too,” replied his father. “ ‘God 

commendeth His love towards us, in that, while 

we were yet sinners, Christ died for us;’ so you 

see it was the Great Being who was offended who 

first sought for peace; not we, who are the 

offenders; and now, if we are or wish to be 

children of God, we should always try to be 

peacemakers.



CHAPTER XVI. 

FIREBRANDS. 

RUA LLIAT ’S the matter, Susy? you look as if 
you had just heard of an earthquake, or 

  

some news quite as dreadful. Don’t you know 
that to-morrow is my birthday, and we are to have 
great fun!” 

“T hadn’t forgotten, dear ; nor have I forgotten 

to order you a plum-pudding and a large cake to 
take to your schoolfellows when you go back to 
school,” returned Miss Leslie, brightening up. 
“And I am sorry,” she added, “to have met you 
with a gloomy face; but really I have been sadly
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vexed and troubled by what I heard at the Grange 

this afternoon, though the news did not affect my 

own safety or welfare; and I think you will be 

sorry, too, to hear what I have to tell.” 

“Why, what is it?” asked Frank. 

“That second boy, Freddy, is such a terrible 

plague that he has to be sent away from home, 

and Mrs Taylor and Ellen are in such trouble 

about it !” 

“Fred!” repeated Frank ; “why, I thought he 

was getting on better. It’s a shame to send him 

away! He is such a good hand at cricket. I 

don’t know what they will do without him.” 

“Tt seems clear that the family will do better 

without him, for he keeps them all in. perpetual 

hot water, and is never content unless a quarrel is 

going on. Even Mrs Taylor herself allows this ; 

and Mr Taylor says that he will not have this 

sort of thing, and that it must be stopped in time, 
N
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or else his children will all get into the same 

way, and grow up nourishing all sorts of feuds, 

which will keep them from ever being good friends. 

So Fred is going to be sent off to farm or keep 

sheep in Australia, and, with his quarrelsome dis- 

position, it will not certainly be very surprising if 

he gets into some of the scrapes which his poor 

mother pictures to herself. I feel so sorry for 

her ; though I am sure that the father is right in 

his decision.” 

“Oh! I know that it was never easy to keep 

quiet when Fred was with you,” remarked Frank, 

with a wise shake of the head. ‘‘I recollect 

how it used to be when I was staying there 

when I was little. He was always teasing 

somebody, or telling tales of somebody. They 

were quiet enough when he was out of the 

way; but the moment he came, some rows 

began.”
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‘““*A froward man stirreth up strife, and a 

whisperer separateth chief friends.’ Do you 

remember that verse, Franky ?” 

“Ves: it’s in. the Proverbs; isn’t it?” ome 

answered; “and Susy, I have got to find some 

people of that sort out of the Bible for papa, you 

know ; and I’m sure if I could only find one or 

two like Fred Taylor, they would just do for war- 

makers—opposites to peacemakers, I mean. But 

what can it be that makes some people like to be 

so disagreeable ? ” 

“ They are froward, Franky ; that is, they will 

have their own way. They do not think about 

the law of love. They do not consider other 

people, or other people’s happiness at all, but only 

think of themselves.” 

“TJ think Napoleon Buonaparte was something 

like that, then,” said Frank, who happened just 

to have been reading his history. ‘‘ His wars all
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seemed to be for his own honour and glory; and 

he didn’t seem to care how many fellows were 

killed, so long as people called him a great 

man.” 

“And there is another kind of war-makers, as 

you call them, Franky. I mean those evil-minded 

people who hate those who are better than 

themselves. Can’t you think of any of that 

kind ? ” 

“Well, there was Cain, of course. Don’t you 

know, it says somewhere that he slew Abel 

because his own works were evil and his brother's 

righteous.” 

“Ah! let us look for that text,” Miss Leslie 

said; and then, after turning over the pages of 
her Bible, she added, “ Here it is, in the First 

Epistle of St John, and the third chapter and 

twelfth verse. The apostle had just been point- 

ing out the difference between the children of
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God and the children of the devil; and he speaks 

of Cain as one of the latter, and says he was of 

‘that wicked one.’ And Jesus said the same 

things to His persecutors, when they were trying 

to kill Him—‘ Ye are of your father, the devil,’ 

He said, and added, ‘He was a murderer from 

the beginning.’” 

“Thanks, dear old Sue, for helping me; and 

now let’s go in and tell papa what we have 

found out. It’s just time; and I think he is 

waiting.” 

“Very good,” Mr Leslie said, when he heard 

what his son had to tell him; “and now, my 

boy, I have thought of another example of 

peace-breakers for you, and it occurs in the 

history of Daniel.” 

“Tam glad of that, for I like anything about 

Daniel; he is one of my Bible favourites!” cried 

Frank.
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“You remember that he was in great favour, 

first with Nebuchadnezzar, and afterwards with 

Darius, the Mede,” continued Mr Leslie; “and 

yet, as he always so boldly maintained his pro- 

fession of faith in the true God, I believe we may 

feel quite sure that he spoke of Him, and tried 

to get others to believe in Him too. I often 

think that some of Daniel’s words must have 

been preserved and handed down among those 

heathen people, even to the time of the wise men 

of the East, who came to worship Jesus. And 

perhaps during the ages of eternity we may hear, 

among other wondrous things, that the good seed 

sown by him took root in many hearts, and 

brought forth fruit to God’s glory. But one 

thing is quite certain, and that is, that Daniel's 

consistency made him many enemies, who could 

not bear to see him in a high position. Jealousy, 

no doubt, had a great deal also to do with their
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hatred ; and they were determined, if they could, 

to ruin him. But he was so careful and faithful 

in his office of first president of the realm, that 

they decided that their only chance of finding a 

fault lay in his religion. 

‘‘So they persuaded Darius to make himself 

into a god, and let no one pray to any other for 

thirty days, knowing full well, that however 

obedient Daniel might be in other things, in this 

he would obey God rather than man, notwith- 

standing the dreadful den of lions. 

“And they were quite right; for as soon as 

Daniel knew that the writing was signed, he 

went into his house; and the windows in his 

chamber being open towards Jerusalem, he kneeled 

upon his knees three times a day, and prayed, 

and gave thanks before his God, as he did afore- 

time. 

“Delighted enough were these wicked men, we
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may be sure, when they assembled and saw this 

sight ; and it is not hard to picture their malicious 

satisfaction as they pointed him out one to another. 

“You remember how grieved Darius was, and 

how the prophet’s faith failed not, and the wonder- 

ful end of the story, Daniel’s deliverance, and the 

death of his persecutors by the teeth of those same 

angry lions, who never touched the good man. 

And I think it seems like a picture of what must 

be the doom of all who are not the children of 

God.” 

“Papa,” said Frank, “I recollect that once 

Jesus said to His disciples that He came not 

to send peace, but a sword. What did He 

mean?” 

“He meant that wars and persecutions would 

be the vesul¢ of His coming, my dear boy. It is 

not His wez// that people should live at enmity ; 

and the gospel is called ‘the gospel of peace.’
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But it has always been the few, and not the many, 

who accept that gospel, while the rest persecute 

those who do. So families and nations are 

divided ; but the fault rests with themselves, not 

with the Lord; and from His coming kingdom 

all that offend will be cast out, so that in the end 

there shall be no more war.”



CHAPTER XVI: 

A FRIEND IN TROUBLE. 

  

Ragey got in your letter to-day? It doesn’t 

seem to please you.” 

‘Willy wouldn’t much like you to say that, I 

should guess, after he has taken such pains to 

write all this great sheet full,” returned her young 

brother. ‘Why, I should think he never wrote 

such a long yarn before!” 

‘‘All about his troubles, I suppose,” rejoined 

his sister. “I am afraid they must be hard to 

bear, since the story will not keep for the short
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time which is likely to elapse before you are well 

enough to go back to school. Does he think you 

have been very ill?” 

“T don’t know what should make him think 

so,” said Frank ; ‘‘ but really, Sue, the letter is not 

much about either himself or me.” 

‘‘Oh!” said his sister; ‘‘and I suppose you 

mean that I am not to ask what it is about.” 

“How curious you are, Susy!” cried the boy ; 

“but I suppose all ladies are alike; aren’t 

they?” 

‘‘They are said to be,” replied Miss Leslie, 

smiling ; ‘‘nevertheless, my notion is, that boys, 

at any rate, fully equal them in this matter. As 

for myself, you see, that always having been in 

your confidence, I am apt to feel jealous when 

you try to keep me in the dark.” 

“ Jealous of what?” asked Frank. 

“Of what I have regarded as my rights, dear,
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and also of any Willy or Tommy who seems to 

be taking my place.” 

Frank laughed in a pleased sort of way, and 

answered carelessly— 

‘“‘T never said there was anything in my letter 

that you couldn’t see; did I? Here, you can read 

it, if you like.” 

Miss Leslie took the letter, and did read it with 

considerable interest. Then she said— 

“And is this Edwin the new boy whom you 

said you couldn’t make out when he first came?” 

“Yes; none of us could; but we understand 

him better now. He used to keep by himself 

so much, and was so quiet, and when the fellows 

wanted him to make friends all in a hurry, he 

always seemed to keep them off. But I know 

now why that was.” 

“And why was it ?” 

“He told me one day,” Frank said, “ that at
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his last school he was taken in by some of the 

boys, and found that they weren’t a bit like what 

they seemed at first; and some of them nearly 

got him into an awful scrape; so he was deter- 

mined to know what sort of stuff we were made 

of before he chummed with any of us. Besides, 

he says he’s passionate too, and so he doesn’t put 

himself in the way of being provoked.” 

“But he is good-natured; isn’t he?” Miss 

Leslie said. 

‘Oh! the best fellow in the world for real help,” 

cried Frank, warmly. 

“Then, why are they worrying him so?” his 

sister asked. | 

‘Just because he won’t give in to the mean 

ways of alot of them. He will neither use cribs, 

nor play tricks on masters ; and he won't let little 

boysbe teased either, if he can help it ; and some big 

fellows don’t like that, because it’s their great fun.
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‘And are these all the things he does to offend 

them?” 

No; there’s one thing which they think worse 

than any of those,” answered Frank, with an effort. 

‘‘ He is something like Daniel, you see, Susy ; he 

will say his prayers every night and morning, 

whether they laugh at him or not. And that’s 

what they are teasing him about just now. Ah! 

and they are doing worse than teasing ; for they 

are getting up a plan to get him into a scrape with 

the masters. That’s what Willy means by his 

having to keep his eyes open.” 

‘But is Edwin the only boy who says his 

prayers night and morning?” asked Miss Leslie, 

anxiously. 

“The only boy in our room who kneels down 

by his bed,” answered Frank, reddening. “ Willy 

and I say them in bed, when the fellows think we 

are asleep.”
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‘Oh! Franky, dear,” returned his sister, “then 

I’m afraid you forget those words of our Saviour, 

which papa was speaking about just before you 

went to school— 

“ “Whosoever therefore shall confess me before 

men, him will I confess also before my Father 

which is in heaven. But whosoever shall deny 

me before men, him will I also deny before my 

Father which is in heaven.’” 

“YT don’t deny Him, Susy,” Frank replied, 

earnestly. 

‘At least you do not confess Him,” she an- 

swered ; ‘and because you are afraid of a little 

persecution, too. Oh! Frank, what would you 

have done in times of real trouble ? ” 

Mr Leslie came in at that moment, and his 

daughter quickly said— 

“We were talking about being persecuted for 

righteousness’ sake, papa. And the two last of
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Franky’sverses are about that,you know. Couldn't 

you come and explain them to us now, as you are 

going away to-morrow?” 

“Ah! but I haven’t found any people for you, 

papa,” exclaimed Frank. ‘I haven't had time.” 

“No, I know you haven’t, my boy; but as I 

shall be absent a week, we won’t mind about that. 

We will look for some people, as you call them, or 

rather examples, together. And it will not be 

difficult to find a good many who suffered in old 

times for righteousness’ sake.” 

Frank looked to his sister as usual for help; 

and she said— 

‘Abel was the first; wasn’t he, papa? Cain 

killed him because he was more righteous than 

himself; didn’t he? We found the verse which 

said so last time.” 

“Ves; and no doubt, before he was killed, he 

had had to endure plenty of unkind words and
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treatment. But which would you rather be now, 

Frank, Cain or Abel ?” 

‘“Which ? papa; why, they are both dead !” 

‘Their bodies are; but what about their spirits, 

Frank. Tzhey live still; and one day their bodies 

will live again too. Which of them would you 

rather be?” 

“Oh! Abel, papa, of course,” said Frank. 

‘‘In the eleventh chapter of the Hebrews, we 

read of many others who suffered dreadful things 

for righteousness’ sake. Find it,my boy ; and look 

down the end of the chapter.” 

‘Oh! yes, papa; and some were sawn asunder, 

it says ; how horrible! Who could bear that ?” 

“It is supposed that Isaiah did,” replied his 

father, ‘‘and that Jeremiah was stoned. [If so, it 

was because they were faithful, and would confess 

their God, and reprove those who did evil. The 

Bible does not say anything about it, however ; 
fe)
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these are traditions handed down about them. 

But it does give usa full account of the death 

of the first Christian martyr. What was his 

name?” 

“J don’t remember,” said Frank, looking 

puzzled. 

“Why, Franky, don’t you recollect about 

Stephen ?” said his sister. 

“Oh! was he the first? Ididn’t know.” 

‘Of course he was, my boy; and now let us 

see why he was treated so shamefully,” Mr Leslie 

said. | 

Frank turned over the chapters in the Acts 

until he came to the sixth, which he looked care- 

fully through, and then said— 

“What does ‘the daily ministration’ mean, 

papa?” 

“There was relief given to the poor widows 

among the Christians, Frank. I told you, not
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long ago, how all believers in Jesus had to suffer 

just then in one way or another—by loss of 

employment, or by being cast out of the syna- 

gogues, which really meant from the society of 

their old friends. So when the believers became 

numerous, as they did immediately after the 

resurrection and St Peter’s sermon, the rich 

among them had to give up their possessions to 

relieve the poor; and one fund seems to have been 

made up for the widows. These Christians were 

all, or nearly all, Hebrews—that is, Jews—re- 

member; but some Jews spoke Greek, and were 

called Grecians. These were rather looked down 

upon by other Jews; and so they complained in 

this case of being overlooked.” 

“And I suppose there were endless disputes 

and difficulties, which would have taken up all 

the apostles’ time,” remarked Miss Leslie. 

“Yes; and as the work which Jesus had given
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them was preaching the gospel, they said that 

they must have help. So seven men were chosen ; 

but I fancy that the work soon became lighter, 

as one of these almost immediately began to 

preach.” 

‘That was Philip, I know,” Frank said. 

“Yes; and Stephen, who was a very holy man, 

and full of faith, did great wonders and miracles, 

which attracted so much attention that a good 

many of the enemies of the faith began to dispute 

with him. But they could not resist the wisdom 

and spirit by which he spake, we are told, and so 

they took another way to ruin him. They bribed 

some men to tell falsehoods about him; and to 

say that they had heard him speak blasphemous 

words against Moses, and against God.” 

“That was the same thing that Jezebel 

made people say about poor Naboth,” Frank 

put in.



  
THE STONING OF St STEPHEN
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“Yes; and according to the law, you know, he 

was condemned to be stoned. In this case, these 

wicked people had wilfully misunderstood what 

Stephen had said about the Lord Jesus; so there 

was a show of truth about it; and he was brought 

before the council, and had to defend himself, as 

he did so beautifully in the words related in the 

seventh chapter of the Acts. If you look at the 

fifty-first and following verses, you will see how 

bold he was, and how faithfully he told them of 

their dreadful sin in resisting the Holy Ghost, and 

murdering Jesus. That was what made them so 

furious that they rushed on him and stoned him 

to death, while he meekly said—‘ Lord, lay not 

this sin to their charge.’” 

“Then he wasn’t angry with them, after all,” 

Frank said. 

“ He bore no malice, and forgave his murderers, 

just as our Lord had done,” continued his father.
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‘Yet he faithfully told them of their sins, as every 

Christian teacher ought to do. And his example 

is a good one to imitate.” | 

“But, papa, are we always obliged to make 

people angry with us, by telling them of their 

faults?” Frank asked. 

‘That depends on circumstances,” answered 

his father ; “and it is very seldom that little boys 

are called on to do so. It would generally be 

unbecoming, and out of place. _ Boys have gener- 

ally enough to do to look to themselves, and take 

care that they act consistently; but sometimes 

even that sort of conduct is looked on as silent 

reproof, and people get into as much trouble as 

if they spoke to others of their sins. In short, as 

the Bible tells us, ‘all who will live godly in 

Christ Jesus must suffer persecution.’ It may 

be either in the worst forms by death or im- 

prisonment, or it may be by harsh and unkind
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words. And in either case it is very hard to 

bear.” 

“Ves,” said Frank; ‘“‘and I almost think that 

I would just as soon be shut up in prison as 

have people always laughing and jeering at me. 

It must make one feel so angry, and be so difficult 

to bear patiently.” 

“Then you think that such things ought to 

be borne patiently?” Mr Leslie said, fixing 

his eyes steadily on his boy, as if aware that 

some recent occurrence had caused him to speak 

thus. 

‘Edwin says so,” Frank replied; and then, 

with his usual candour, he related unasked all the 

particulars about this new boy. 

“He must be a nice fellow, and a brave one 

too,” was his father’s comment when he had done. 

“ Ask him here some holidays, if you like; for I 

wish you to have honest boys for your friends.”
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And then, much to his son’s vexation, Mr Leslie 

was called away on business; nor was it until his 

return from town, a fortnight afterwards, that this 

conversation was resumed.



CHAPTER XVIII. 

A NAIL DRIVEN HOME. 

VQ EVERTHELESS, young Frank Leslie 

Nt thought a great deal both about it and 

  

Edwin’s troubles. In the course of a few days, a 

letter was despatched to Willy, which it had cost a 

world of pains to write; and, after that, many were 

the talks which he had with Dick Benson. Indeed, 

he had just parted from him one day, and was 

slowly returning from the field in which Dick 

was working, when he espied his father and sister 

coming in search of him. 

“Oh! papa, are you come back? I never
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thought of expecting you to-day!” cried the boy ; 

and then followed many eager questions touching 

all that his father had seen and done during his 

absence, whilst they walked on and on, until they 

had reached the very spot on the beach where 

their first talk on the beatitudes had taken place. 

There Frank declared they must finish the 

subject ; and there, therefore, they all seated them- 

selves under the same rocks, Mr Leslie asking, 

as they did so, what were the results of his last 

fortnight’s reflections. 

‘“T don’t think there are any, really, papa,” said 

Frank, ‘‘ though my head has been stuffed full of 

thoughts about it.” 

“Tt will do your head good, then, to let a little 

of the stuffing out; so try and put it into form ; 

that is, make some of it up into questions, 

Frank.” 

‘“Oh!” returned the boy ; ‘‘ but indeed a great
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deal of it was about Edwin, papa. I have been 

trying to make plans to get the masters to notice 

him. We can’t tell them how he gets used, or else 

we should be called sneaks, you know; but I do 

so wish a good many knew who are fit to be 

trusted, and who are not.” 

‘“T don’t think you need fear for your friend, 

my boy,” said his father. ‘God will take care of 

him and of his honour; depend on it. Besides, 

the masters may even now know more than you 

think. I don’t believe they are men to be easily 

imposed upon.” 

Frank looked into his father’s face as if he sus- 

pected that he might possibly know what was 

going on behind the scenes. But Mr Leslie did 

not speak; and his son saw that he was not to 

press him further. So he only said— 

‘Papa, do you remember last time you called 

Edwin an honest boy? What did you mean by
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that? I don’t know that he is more honest 

than Duncan Seymour, or Benjamin Smith, or 

than Morris Fordham, or half a dozen others that 

you don’t care to let come here ; for none of them 

would do a dishonest thing, I am sure.” 

“Are you? Iam not by any means, Frank. 

Why, didn’t you tell me just nowthat all those three 

whom you have named let it be thought that they 

side with the bad set, while in reality they dislike 

their doings, and admire your friend’s conduct ?” 

‘Oh! that’s because they want to keep out of 

rows,’ replied Frank. ‘There is no peace unless 

you do as they do.” 

‘What! and do you let them count you as an 

ally, also?” his father said. 

“No,” said Frank, bluntly. “I got so angry 

the first time they set upon him that I couldn’t 

help speaking out ; so it’s no use my pretending 

anything.”
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“Tam glad you are not able to pretend what is 

not true, my boy; but I had hoped that you would 

not wish it. Don’t you see that by this cowardly 

conduct, those three boys are really depriving 

Edwin of the support which they might give him. 

They are also not on the right side in spite of 

their better judgment ; so I say they are not either 

true, brave, or honest. And, if they grow up like 

that, they will never prove men whom I could 

respect, and certainly never gain the blessing 

promised to those who are persecuted for right- 

eousness’ sake. I am afraid our Saviour would 

not.say of them, ‘For theirs is the kingdom of 

heaven.’” 

For a few minutes Frank Leslie seemed to 

ponder his father’s words, as, with a stick in his 

hand, he industriously scooped out a little pond in 

the sand. Then suddenly looking up, he said— 

“ Papa, who can we find to set against Stephen ?
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Do you want people who persecute, like that 

wicked Jezebel, or like King Manasseh, in his 

bad times; or like Herod, who slew James the 

brother of John with the sword, and wanted to 

kill Peter too?” 

“No; I think we had better seek for some 

who shirked persecution,” his father answered ; 

“for they will be more in our way at present. Do 

you remember how, in the parable of the sower, 

our Lord likened such people to seed sown in 

stony ground, which springs up quickly because 

it has no root, but withers under the scorching 

heat of the sun? He says that such hearers 

receive the word with joy ; but that when tribula- 

tion or persecution cometh, by and by they are 

offended.” 

“Oh! there was a man of that sort that Dick 

was speaking of the other day, papa. He said 

that St Paul mentions him in three of his epistles,
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and, in two of them, as if he were one of his 

friends. What was his name?” 

‘“Demas, you mean; don’t you, dear?” suggested 

his sister. 

‘“‘Oh! yes; papa, shall we find him out?” 

“Tf you like,” replied his father. ‘‘See, here 

at the end of the Colossians, ‘Luke, the beloved 

physician, and Demas, greet you.’” 

“And then in Philemon,” added Miss Leslie, 

‘in the twenty-fourth verse, his name is among a 

list of those who send greetings.” 

“But afterwards,” cried Frank, impatiently, 

‘he turned out bad; didn’t he?” 

“In II. Timothy iv. 10; St Paul says, ‘ For 

Demas hath forsaken me, having loved this present 

world, and is departed to Thessalonica.’” 

‘This was in a time of persecution, Frank ; and 

then, you see, he fell away. But how would your 

school-fellows have done? and how would you have
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done yourself, Frank ? Consider this before you cry 

out against Demas. It is not a mere admiration 

for what is good and noble that will make us © 

good ourselves. We want something more than 
that to enable us to stand through storm as well 

as sunshine. But I am thinking of another case of 

a different sort. Do you remember how Pilate 

acted when Jesus was brought before his judg- 

ment-seat ?” 

“He didn’t want to have Him killed, be- 

cause he knew He didn’t deserve it,’ Frank 

answered. 

‘‘Ah! and he felt even more than that, we are 

sure,” said his father. ‘ He knew and felt that 

He was a good man; and, if I mistake not, had 

a suspicion of His being more than a common 

man ; and yet, to please the people, he gave Him up 

to acruel death! Pilate was a bad man; he did 

not fall away from the truth, for he never received
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it in any sense, though he had a momentary 

curiosity to know what it is. Still, Jesus seldom 

if ever spoke to any without making them feel 

that never man spake like thisman. And it seems 

to me that even Pilate, just then, had a sort of 

wish to be different and better than he was; but 

the love of the world and the fear of the people 

overcame his better feelings. 

“It does not appear to have been the same with 

Herod. St Luke tells us that when Pilate heard 

that Jesus was a Galilean, he sent Him to Herod, 

under whose government Galilee was, hoping, I 

daresay, to turn the case over to him, and get rid 

of the responsibility. And ‘when Herod saw Jesus 

he was exceeding glad, for he was desirous to see 

Him of a long season, because he had heard many 

things of Him ; and he hoped to have seen some 

miracle done by Him.’ This shows clearly that 

Herod was convinced that Jesus had the power to 
7 P
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work miracles, and that, therefore, instead of 

mocking, he ought to have inquired diligently 

into His claims. But there is no trace of even a 

passing wish to doright. Many people think that 

if they could but see'a miracle worked, their hearts 

would be changed at once; but I should say that 

Herod’s example proves this notion to be false. 

For, though he did not see a miracle worked, he 

believed that Christ could have worked one if He 

had chosen; and yet he set Him at nought! And 

more than this; these two bad men, who had be- 

fore been at enmity, became reconciled to each 

other, through their fellowship in crime. Weare 

told that Herod, with his men of war, dressed the 

despised Saviour in a splendid kingly robe, to 

which the soldiers afterwards added a crown of 

thorns, in derision of His claim to be King of the 

Jews; and then, after He had been sent back to 

Pilate, the two governors were made friends!
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